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Resistance Band Training Certification for Fitness Professionals

IMPORTANT COPYRIGHT &
LEGAL NOTICE:
You do NOT have the right to reprint, resell, auction or re-distribute
the Resistance Band Training Certification Manual and instructional
DVDs! You may NOT give away, sell, share, or circulate this manual,
the DVDs or any of its content in any form!

The copy of the Resistance Band Training Certification Manual and
instructional DVDs you have ownership of is for your own personal
use only. If you have received a copy of the Resistance Band Training
Certification Manual and instructional DVDs without purchasing the
actual certification you have an illegal, pirated copy that is in direct
violation of international copyright law. An up to date purchase list
is kept and provides an exact record of who has been approved to
participate and complete the Resistance Band Training Certification.
Copyright infringement, trademark infringement and theft of
intellectual property are serious crimes. Copyright infringement is a
felony and civil fines for conviction of such infringement now begin
at $150,000 per infringement. Criminal fines for infringement begin
at $250,000 and may also result in up to five years in prison.
Please help stop copyright infringement by reporting illegal activity
to:

support@resistancebandtraining.com

Reactive – Resistance Band Training™ is a registered trademark of
Resistance Band Training Systems, LLC
© Copyright 2011 Resistance Band Training Systems, LLC

copyright information

© Copyright 2011 Resistance
Band Training Systems, LLC
No part of this manual or video collection may be reproduced or
transmitted in any form whatsoever, electronically or mechanically,
including photocopying, recording, or by any informational
storage or retrieval system, without expressed, written, and signed
permission from the author (with the exception of brief quotations
as used in reviews or discussion groups, with attribution to the
author and source).
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Disclaimer
This manual is intended to teach coaches, trainers, and fitness or
performance professionals how to implement, set-up, and enhance
functional movement and strength using resistance bands.
The author of this manual is not liable or responsible, in whole or
in part, to any person or entity for any injury, damage, or loss of
any sort caused or alleged to be caused directly or indirectly by the
use, practice, teaching or other dissemination of any technique,
information, or idea presented in this Certification Program.
The information in this manual is presented for educational
purposes only.
Consult your physician before starting any exercise program.

Also if you have a history of latex sensitivity, understand that
resistance bands do contain latex and that taking appropriate
precautions is recommended.
For more information on Resistance Band Training contact:
Dave Schmitz, PT, CSCS, PES, IYCA
info@resistancebandtraining.com
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Resistance
Band
Training

is all about improving function first and then
reaping the benefits that come with improved
functional movement.
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P R E FACE &
AC K NOW LED G E M E N TS

T

hank you for providing me the opportunity to share my passion
with you. The principles of athleticism and rehabilitation
have taught me a great deal about function and how the body
truly works. The rehabilitation of injuries has provided me the
opportunity to witness first-hand how the body retrains itself when
certain levels of function are lost or disrupted due to injury.
Since 1986, I have been blessed with the opportunity to work
with thousands of athletes, fitness clients, and rehabilitation
patients on the field, in the gym, and in the clinic, respectively. I
have also been extremely fortunate in my life to have been able to
personally challenge my own body through both competition and
training. There has been no better learning tool for me than being
able to internally feel how the body adapts and accommodates, both
consciously and reflexively, to different physical challenges.
During my career as a physical therapist, as well as an athletic
trainer and performance enhancement specialist, it has become
increasingly obvious to me that the principles of function can be
applied to nearly everyone, regardless of their current abilities.
These principles apply equally to the stay at home mom, the traveling
businessman, the factory worker, the high performance athlete, the
rehabilitation client, and the fitness minded individual who is trying
to lose weight and get in shape.
Function is all about training movement, and “movement is
movement” despite the environment or situation. In many ways the
unpredictable nature of athletics is often demonstrated in the events
of everyday life. The only differences are the velocities and forces
that come with athletic events as compared to those of normal daily
activities. However, when you factor in a poor daily exercise routine
and a grossly de-conditioned overweight body, these two scenarios
functionally become much closer than they would initially appear.
We all want to live life to the fullest and remain injury free.
Therefore, we all should want, at least ideally, to learn how to train
functional movements and improve our athleticism. In that way,
we would know how to optimally prepare our bodies to withstand,
overcome, or absorb potential injury-causing forces that we could
be confronted with on any given day.
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To me life is always about performance, which is why my #1 goal
with all my clients, athletes, and patients is to optimize movement
and enhance athleticism. Enhanced weight loss, speed, power,
balance, agility, endurance, flexibility, coordination, and strength all
become positive bi-products of a high performance body.
Research has shown that if your body has been taught how to
move efficiently, it will respond on demand with greater balance,
coordination, and power. Additionally, proper physical preparedness
would help you to catch yourself from a fall, stay healthy at work,
demonstrate greater energy each day, dominate your opponent on
the field or court, and, of course, keep looking great regardless your
age. Bottom line… Preparation keeps you in the game.
“Keeping you in the game” is the essence of Resistance Band
Training. It is why I cannot wait to share with you how
Resistance Band Training will dramatically impact you and
your client’s lives immediately.

Together as we proceed through this Certification, it is my
hope that you will discover that resistance bands are not only a
highly versatile training tool but are unmatched when it comes to
maximizing results and reaching a higher level of performance for
both you and your clients.
As a fellow fitness professional and coach, it is my goal to help you
achieve greater success with your clients and grow professionally
and financially in a career that is second to none when it comes to
the impact we have on getting people better.
Thank you for purchasing and accepting the challenge to become
Certified in Resistance Band Training. I look forward to presenting
you with your certificate very soon.
It’s time to Get BETTER with BANDS,

Dave Schmitz,

PT, CSCS, PES, CYI

Dave Schmitz, PT, CSCS, PES, CYI

As a fellow fitness
professional and
coach, it is my goal
to help you achieve
greater success.
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C OURS E DES CR IP TIO N
OBJECTIVES AN D G OAL S
Course Description

This Resistance Band Training Certification is designed to teach
participants “why” and “how” to implement resistance band training
into fitness based exercise programs designed to improve functional
movement efficiency, strength, and power.
This course includes this extensive training manual that will cover
training methodology, progressions, setups, training principles, and
program design. To supplement the training manual there will be
over 5 hours of instructional video for participants to view that will
also enhance their overall learning experience. Together these two
resources will guarantee a successful competency for how to safely
and effectively implement resistance band training into a fitness
program.

Objectives

The objectives of this comprehensive entry level certification are
thorough and broad. The number one priority will be to ensure that
the fitness professional or coach learn, understand, and demonstrate
via a written exam the ability to safely progress and implement
resistance band training methodology and exercises.

Upon Completion of the
Resistance Band Training
Certification, participants will
be able to:

1. Identify the three rules that govern functional movement
and how Resistance Band Training impacts all three of
these rules
2. Understand the rationale behind Resistance Band
Training as a functional strength training modality
3. Identify the top 10 mistakes often seen with Resistance
Band Training
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4. Understand why deceleration control is the #1 key to
staying functionally fit and why bands are unmatched at
achieving that
5. Identify the top six resistance band setups

6. Understand how to care for bands and protect bands from
being damaged or torn during training sessions
7. Understand the 6 principles that govern resistance band
training progressions
8. Learn how to choose the correct band for training

9. Know how to implement resistance bands into a private,
semi-private, or group training environment

10. Demonstrate the ability to design progressive “resistance
band only” circuit-based workouts using multiple training
variables

11. Acquire the knowledge to effectively teach clients how
to perform an integrated ground-based total body circuit
workout using only resistance bands
12. Identify the top three base of support options

13. Understand and implement a basic resistance band
flexibility routine
14. Understand how to develop a reactive core strength
program using flat resistance bands
15. Identify three upper torso movement options

16. Identify the five steps to learning how to safely train
multi-directional locomotion in resistance bands

17. Implement simple “partner attached” and “attachment
free” band training workouts

15
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G UI D ELINES TO
C OM PLETIN G YOUR
RE SI STANC E B AN D
T RA I N ING C E R TIF ICATIO N
Please read the following two
pages before beginning your
certification training:

What you will want to have to maximize your learning experience:
1. At least one pair of red or black bands
2. A place to attach bands to or a band utility strap to attach
bands into a door
3. A countdown timer or RBT exclusive sound tracks
4. A portable DVD player or lap top computer

Recommended Optional Items:
1. One pair of training handles

The test questions
follow the written
material in
sequence to assist
with completion.

How to effectively complete
the Certification

The following is my step by step recommendation on how to
optimally approach learning the information in this certification.
• Step 1 - The certification examination will be completed
using our online course management system. Test
questions follow written material in sequence to assist
with completion. A copy of the examination has been
provided to assist you in preparation for the examination.
Once complete, simply log in to the CourseWebs site and
submit your answers. Exams are automatically scored
following test completion.
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• Step 2 - Read through Bandology 101 before reviewing
Bandology 101 DVDs A and B. Specifically make sure you
go through and familiarize yourself with each band setup
during the video review.
• Step 3 - Read through the Dynamic Stretching and
Mobilization section in the manual before reviewing
Dynamic Stretching and Joint Mobilization DVDs A and B.
Take time to perform the stretching exercises by stopping
the video after each specific exercise has been discussed.
• Step 4 – Read through Program Design and familiarize
yourself with principles and concepts of band training.
You will need to continually review this as you begin to
create your own training programs. Bandology DVDs A
and B are the supporting videos for this section.
• Step 5 – Watch the Free Band Training DVD while taking
notes in the manual area. The DVD and manual should
mirror each other when it comes to going through the
exercises. Once you have completed a specific exercise
section, take time to review and perform the primary
exercises. It is important to try and develop a good
understanding of regressions and progressions for each
exercise.
• Step 6 – Establish an attachment site for your bands and
begin to view the Attached Training DVD. Again after
reviewing specific exercise sections stop and perform the
primary exercises. Attempt to create at least 3 different
variations of each exercise using the program design
principles discussed.
• Step 7 - When going through locomotion training, setup
a double linked up station and attempt each primary
movement for 30 seconds with a 30 second rest. This
hopefully will allow you to acquire an appreciation for the
degree of difficulty and band tension when attempting to
run in bands.
• Step 8 - If possible invite a friend or family member to
assist you with the partner based training. As you review
the Partner Band Training DVD, perform each exercise
with specific focus on holding and transitions between
partners. Understand that any attached or unattached
exercise can be done in a partner based fashion so feel
free to attempt other attached exercises not discussed on
the Partner Band Training DVD. Just make sure to review
holding recommendations.
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If possible, invite
a friend or family
member to assist
you with partner
based training.
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• Step 9 - Take time to review the four different training
templates I provide and develop one workout for each
template. Then perform the workout yourself to get an
appreciation for exercise flow and difficulty.
• Step 10 – At this point you should have been able to
complete the exam questions. Double check to make sure
no questions were left blank before submitting the test
answers online.

If you have any questions along the way feel free to email us at:
support@resistancebandtraining.com
We attempt to answer all certification questions within 24 hours.

You will receive an email confirmation once your test has been
submitted and graded.
Good Luck,

Dave Schmitz, PT, CSCS, PES, CYI
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C HA RACTER IS TIC S OF
FU NCTIONA L M O V E M E N T

W

hen it comes to fitness and performance, improving
function and getting clients moving better should be the
ultimate goal. If our clients cannot function on their feet
by being able to squat, lunge, push, pull, and walk, it will make it very
difficult for them to improve cardiovascular efficiency, get stronger
or create the fat burning metabolism needed for weight loss.
Resistance Band Training is all about improving function first
and then reaping the benefits that come with improved functional
movement.
To understand why Bands optimize functional movement, you
must begin by understanding the characteristics of how our body
really functions.

The Characteristics of
Functional Movement
Everything begins at the trunk

visual | 1.1 |

Primary muscles of the trunk

All functional movements go through the trunk
first. Every movement we make is neuromuscularly
pre-empted by the activation of the trunk musculature,
specifically the inner or lower abdominal muscles.
In fact, clients post injury very often present with
significant signs of decreased dynamic trunk
stabilization which demonstrates the impact an injury
can have on our bodies and what likely occurs when
the body becomes de-conditioned. A well trained
trunk does not just provide a connection for the
upper and lower extremities but also provides them
with the stabilizing base they need to produce force.
Without a strong neuromuscular communication via
the trunk, our ability to produce powerful, efficient,
and integrated movement through the extremities is
significantly decreased.
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The body moves in multiple planes of motion
Seldom, if ever, does our body move in only one plane of motion.
Instead it has the ability to move in planes of motion that are
combinations of the linear (sagittal), lateral (frontal), and rotational
(transverse) planes. Not surprisingly, injury has shown us that loss
of motion or strength in any one single plane significantly limits the
performance capabilities of the other two planes.
Because of what we do on an everyday basis, body movements
primarily occur in the sagittal
plane. However in reality
the horizontal and rotational
planes play a much greater
role in how well our bodies
will ultimately move when
challenged with slightly
higher-level activities. All
you have to do is watch
someone move throughout
the day to quickly realize
how important horizontalrotational
planes
of
movement are to our overall
ability to perform each day.

Functional movement is multijoint

Pick up something off
the floor and notice how
many joints are moving
either
simultaneously
or in sequence.
Ninetynine percent of our daily
movements are multi-joint
in nature, yet clients are
continually taught isolated exercises using expensive single plane
and single joint machines. Why?
Muscles that are only taught to function in isolation will neither
react nor respond effectively when required to perform multi-joint
movements. Training in this manner would predispose our bodies
to potential injury.
There is nothing isolated about falling, slipping, stopping,
or suddenly twisting to avoid an opponent. These are reactive
situations that require our body to reflexively use multiple joints to
successfully avoid injury.

visual | 1.2 |

The three cardinal planes of
motion may be used to describe
all human movement
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No question isolation training does play a role in rehabilitation
of injury, but in the world of fitness, performance, and recovery, it
comes down to reestablishing and optimizing multi-joint integration.

The art of counter balancing

Multi-directional movement requires balance, which in turn
requires both a strong reactive trunk and an effective neuromuscular
communication system from right to left and top to bottom. Counter
balance, also commonly known as reciprocation, is the ability of our
extremities to move in opposition to each other. This reciprocation
not only creates power, it also creates a higher need for trunk
stability. Strength training using reciprocal or alternating exercises
will greatly enhance our overall body control, kinesthetic sense,
and spatial awareness while creating a reflexive activation of lower
abdominal musculature.
To experience the impact and power of counter balancing, try to
run, jump or kick with one arm attached to your side.

Single limb dominance

Most ground based sports require us to function on one leg
at a time. Many daily tasks like reaching, scrubbing, vacuuming,
or shoveling require unilateral dominance as well. Single limb
or unilateral strength training using movements like single leg
squatting, horizontal pushing, or horizontal pulling not only
strengthen the primary working muscles but also create total kinetic
chain stabilization.

Alternating limbs is the key to locomotion

Counter balance
is the ability of
our extremities to
move in opposition
to each other.

Running and walking by nature are performed by moving our
feet in an alternating pattern. Training using alternating movements
will enhance the body’s natural movement patterns while continuing
to improve kinetic chain strength and total body neuromuscular
coordination.
Alternating movements also allow us to automatically bring in
rotation which immediately enhances our ability to increase power
production.

Integrated movement is a Total Kinetic Chain response

Lifting, walking, hiking, carrying, and reaching are performed
by multiple joints and muscles working together as a result of an
optimal neuromuscular communication system. Training as a total
kinetic chain elevates the sensitivity of the body’s transmitters or
proprioceptors which in turn allows muscles and joints to respond
efficiently. The skill of throwing or shooting a ball is improved
through continual practice. Practicing or strength training integrated
movements like a squat-press, a step-push, a squat-pull, or a step-
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lunge will not only increase the total kinetic chain strength of those
movements, but it will also translate into making us better runners,
golfers, pitchers, carpenters, working moms or soccer players.

Function with a purpose

As stated previously, everything is about specificity to some
extent. If you are working with a soccer player, don’t train him or her
like a marathon runner or swimmer. Understanding the demands of
the activity should provide you the information to effectively design
programs using exercises and resistance levels that best meet the
demands of that activity.
A mom may not need to be as strong as a construction worker but
rather may need to have greater muscle endurance to get through
her entire day successfully and safely. A basketball player does not
need to run 40 yards but will need to be able to run 5 yards multiple
times in multiple directions.
Fortunately, if your body can squat, horizontally or vertically
lunge, vertically press and pull, and horizontally push and pull, you
have essentially impacted all the muscles and joints of the body that
will be required, regardless the activity.

Speed specificity is the key to achieving a high performance body

Speed of movement is relative to many variables including age,
environment, and level of urgency. Regardless if we are on the field
or going through our day, speed will become important to our ability
to remain healthy and continue to perform at a high level.
Training at different velocities is critical to keeping our bodies
safe, upright, and able to absorb forces throughout the day. It is also
a major variable in one’s ability to increase work capacity for fat loss
or if trying to reach higher levels of fitness.

Function is ground based

Our body was designed to function upright. The more we avoid
strength training in standing postures, the more time we waste not
optimizing function. Our body was designed around walking and
standing in order to take advantage of gravity and ground reaction
force.
Standing creates an immediate vertical vector force that is
dynamically controlled by the trunk, mid back and hip musculature.
Now add in locomotion and you introduce horizontal and rotational
vector forces that require even more integrated total body
stabilization. Training in sitting or lying down postures eliminates
the need for our body to learn how to successfully handle gravity
and ground reaction.
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Function is driven
Function does not consciously happen in most cases, especially
when it comes to day to day movements. Functional movement is an
automatic response or “reaction” to momentum, gravity and ground
reaction forces.
Performing predictable exercises that do not make the body
instinctively stabilize will not prepare it for “real world movement”.
Instead training and teaching the body how to handle these daily
forces by utilizing varying speeds and force vectors will optimally
prepare the body regardless the movement.
Training should be built around the body’s ability to handle
greater levels of force created by gravity, momentum, and ground
reaction rather than just by lifting weights.

Rules of Function

Rule #1: All movement must start with loading
No movement is initiated into an accelerated action until the
system or kinetic chain is first loaded. This is often correlated with
the deceleration phase or eccentric phase of movement.
When we evaluate this phenomenon more closely, it becomes
very evident that without efficient loading and unloading, optimal
force production or acceleration will not occur. Therefore the
question is...
Which is more important? Fast, efficient, and powerful loading
or fast, efficient, powerful unloading???
The answer is easy…. Stable and effective loading must occur in
order for optimal unloading to occur.

Rule #2: The body functions in 3 planes of motion as it relates to Force
Production, Force Reduction, and Joint ROM

Loss of motion or poor deceleration control in any 1 plane can
result in compensation, injury, and decreased performance in all
planes.
In order to effectively perform in all 3 planes, you must be able to
move, create force, and control force in each plane.
The best performing body is one that has full tri-plane range of
motion in all joints and is able to tri-plane decelerate and accelerate
regardless the direction of the force vector.

Rule #3: Function is reactively driven by gravity, momentum, and ground
reaction forces, not through a voluntary conscious contraction

To effectively train functional movement and develop muscle
reaction, we must be able to challenge the body by changing
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momentum, gravity and ground reaction speeds, loads, and force
vectors while performing actual ground based movement patterns.
Eliminating the effects of gravity, momentum, or ground reaction
when training your body creates an artificial level of strength that
cannot be transferred into useable strength when functionally
called upon.

How Does Resistance Band
Training Impact Function?

Elastic resistance increases the momentum created from
movement and gravity while challenging ground reaction time
through the transferring of stored kinetic energy from a stretched
band into the body’s neuromuscular system.
On a neuromuscular level, it is actually the proprioceptors, the
body’s neuromuscular sensors to muscle length and tension that are
being asked to adapt by resetting their response bias to a higher
level of sensitivity. This bias adjustment allows the body to react
quicker and with greater efficiency as band training continues to
be implemented. Similar to how muscle fibers adapt to continued
strength training, the same thing happens to the proprioceptors’
response bias with continued band training. A dead weight gravitydependent training device cannot create an increase in kinetic
energy and therefore cannot alter momentum, gravity, and ground
reaction forces.
Coupling this with exercising in standing postures, bands allows
us to train the body to quickly handle ground reaction forces, control
greater momentum, and effectively deal with increased forces in
postures consistent with performance and daily function.
Ground reaction force is directly influenced by the speed of
momentum, shear force vectors, and body weight. As a result, truly
challenging ground reaction forces requires training in a weight
bearing position using a training tool that increases momentum in
both a horizontal and vertical vector. Dead weight can only influence
the vertical vector component.
Resistance bands are able to supply a horizontal and vertical
vector force, which, when coupled together, place a shear force
vector on the body. As a result the body effectively learns how to
improve base of support awareness along with increasing the
ground reaction response rate.
Momentum is the vector product of mass and velocity. When
stored energy from a stretched band is released, momentum
increases, forcing the body to learn how to dynamically stabilize or
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decelerate more efficiently. From a functional standpoint, a more
efficient deceleration usually translates into a faster transition into
an accelerated force producing movement.
Forces in line with gravity are increased with bands due to
the unique strength curve created with elastic resistance and the
ability of the band to store greater energy the further it is stretched
into a vertical direction. As long as the movement has some vertical
vector component, eccentric control in the direction of gravity will
be trained as the movement is loaded.

Band Training vs. Dead Weight
Training: Not About One or the
Other
Elastic vs. Traditional Dead Weight Force Production
The traditional force curve using dead weight is a standard bell
shaped curve that demonstrates the greatest force production at the
mid range of the movement.
However, an elastic force curve is more reflective of an ascending
straight line. As range of motion increases, force production also
must increase to handle the increasing band resistance.
How often are we required to have greater strength at the end
of the range of motion as we perform movements like swinging,
throwing, lifting, pushing, pulling, or running?
How often do we ask athletes to swing through the ball, run
through the tackle, explode to the rim, or follow through with the
throw?
The point is that elastic resistance challenges the body to increase
muscle recruitment through the full range of motion. As a result
the body not only becomes stronger in the end range of movement,
it also neuromuscularly learns how to accelerate the motion and
“finish the movement”.
Dead weight neurologically trains us to get stronger through the
mid range of the movement but does not create the force challenge
at the end of the range motion. Therefore it does not truly mirror
the actually intent or requirement of real world function.

Strength and Resistance

Strength by definition refers to “a muscle’s ability” to generate
force against a physical resistance. Therefore when we refer to
strength we are referring to the response of the muscle. Resistance
refers to what the muscle is going to respond to which is a significantly
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greater functional factor. Regardless if it is a dead weight or a
resistance band the “strength” curve remains a bell shaped curve.
However resistance using a dead weight is created by gravity and
mass while the resistance created by an elastic band is based on
the percentage of stretch. In the world of function this becomes a
very important concept to understand if the intent is to finish and
accelerate through a movement.
Muscles are dumb. They do not recognize the difference between
a dumbbell and an elastic band, as it relates to strength. Instead the
muscle “senses” and “reacts” to things like load, changes in velocity,
and muscle tension which is a factor of the type of resistance. Any
resistance tool will “drive” the body slightly differently, but from a
neuromuscular standpoint deadweight remains “constant” while
elastic resistance will create variations in load, tension or velocity
of the exercise.
Functional movement is created and constantly influenced by
“drivers” and not artificial stimuli. When you decide to move, you
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Elastic vs. traditional weight force
production relative to range of
motion
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typically do not have to think about the actual movement. Once
movement is initiated, your body responds to the driving forces
that are placed on it via momentum, gravity and ground reaction.
Preparing the body to quickly adapt to changes in forces brought on
by these functional drivers is important to maintaining or creating
the exact balance, power and strength dictated by the situation.
Example #1: As the foot enters into the ground during a lunge, the
ground does not give way, therefore requiring the body to reflexively
adjust to the ground impact by decelerating and stopping the body
from collapsing into the ground. If the appropriate muscles are not
recruited fast enough, the body either collapses or loses its balance
as it attempts to return back to the starting position.
What’s the key to successfully completing a lunge? Making sure
you are able to return back to where you started and not lose your
balance as your foot contacts the ground.
Example #2: If you begin to run fast and something suddenly
jumps out in front of you, your body has to quickly decelerate in
order to avoid the obstacle. In this example, the obstacle, along
with the horizontal and vertical momentum from the act of running,
become the key drivers of function. If you have trained the body
with changing momentums this type of deceleration is instinctive.
However if muscles have been challenged at a constant momentum
with only vertical driving forces, it will be difficult for the body to
adjust on the fly.
In both examples, the ground, gravity, and momentum become
the drivers of functional movement and caused muscles to reactively
contract. Strength training while sitting or lying down cannot
replicate the functional demands placed on the neuromuscular
system in these examples. Therefore, free weight exercises or
machine based exercises that require non-standing postures
become non-loading, non-reactive, artificial stimuli that decrease
our response strength and efficiency.

How elastic resistance influences the three key drivers of function

Due to their elastic make-up, bands have the ability to increase
momentum, ground reaction, and forces aligned with gravity.
Band training is largely independent of gravity due to the
bands’ light mass construction. Furthermore, bands can create force
vectors that directly influence the horizontal and rotational planes
with changing speeds. Dead weight is gravity and mass dependent
which can only influence movement in a vertical vector at a relatively
constant speed.
This training effect becomes extremely exciting when it comes to
training ground based functional movements like pushing, pulling,
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lunging, and reaching or when training other bio-motor skills like
running, skipping, carioca, shuffling, hopping, or backpedaling,
where the impact of a horizontal force vector plays a significant role
in the body’s ability to decelerate and accelerate successfully.
To better understand the importance of training horizontal
vector deceleration and force reduction, lets analysis how an
anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) of the knee is torn. A typical
ACL mechanism of injury is the result of a shear force placed on
the ligament during high velocity deceleration created by the foot
contacting the ground. A shear force involves a simultaneous
horizontal and rotational vector force with a moderate compression
or vertical force. The body’s ability to decelerate a horizontally and
rotationally driven force is the key to preventing an ACL disruption.
If the body is never trained to identify and quickly respond to high
velocity shear forces that entail horizontal and rotational force
vectors, the quick millisecond neuromuscular response needed to
protect the ACL will in all likelihood not occur. Unfortunately this
same scenario is true for several other common orthopedic related
injuries to the low back, shoulder, and ankle.
Dead weight can definitely impact the strength needed to handle
the vertical vector forces but cannot biomechanically reproduce the
correct line of force needed to mimic shear force vectors. Resistance
band training not only can reproduce the exact shear force vectors
but with the uniqueness of elastic resistance, it can also create
momentum speed changes which will quicken the neuromuscular
response time needed to protect the ACL.

You must “Load to Explode”

The body’s muscle structure functions on the principle that
in order for an efficient force producing acceleration (unloading)
movement to occur, there must first be an efficient force reducing
deceleration (loading) movement. Simply stated, no movement
will optimally accelerate forward, upward, laterally, or rotationally
until some degree of lengthening or eccentric loading of the primary
muscles occurs in the opposite direction. The more explosive the
unloading movement, the more efficient and intense the loading
phase will be.
Interestingly, a resistance band functions similarly. A resistance
band must lengthen and store energy before releasing any kinetic
energy that will load the muscle. A resistance band is essentially
a muscle without a neurological influence when you evaluate its
mechanism for releasing energy.
When a series of muscles have to push or pull against a resistance
band, they have to not only overcome the increased elastic force or
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A resistance band
is essentially a
muscle without
a neurological
influence when
you evaluate its
mechanism for
releasing energy.
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resistance created by the stretching of the band, but they must also
optimally control the increased return force which happens to mimic
the reloading of most functional movements.
As a result, bands not only strengthen the acceleration phase of
the movement, they also better equip the body to handle functional
loading or deceleration.

A Band is Not Just a Band

As with any fitness or performance training tool, the consumer has
options. There are a wide variety of elastic based training tools that
include flat, continuously looped resistance bands. It is important to
educate yourself on the difference between flat resistance bands and
other elastic based training devices. This information will allow you
to ask the right questions prior to purchasing or will empower you
to provide recommendations to your clients.

1. All flat bands are not created equal. “Layered” bands are by
far the most durable due to their matrix-like construction
and bonding. A molded or “dipped” band is a thick piece
of rubber that is created by pouring liquid latex rubber
into a mold and allowing it to harden or cure. Since this
is a solid piece of rubber, similar to a pencil eraser, it does
not have a matrix type construction and has been found
to easily tear once a small cut is developed along the side
of the band.
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Layered flat bands are by far the
most durable for aggressive and
dynamic training applications.

2. A layered band has multiple layers bonded together to
enhance band strength and durability. As a result the
likelihood of a layered band tearing even with a small
cut in the band is unlikely. Only after the band has been
significantly torn, which is easily recognized, will it need
to be replaced. Latex bonding, which is what most flat
band manufactures use, is a combination of chemical
bonding with heat that laminates the layers of the band
together. Once bonded together on large spool call a
mandrel, the band is left to cure or harden. It is during
this critical curing stage that the layered band creates its
durability factor and sets it apart from a molded elastic
tool.
3. Bands should be tacky and easily adhere to the skin or
the surface they are attached to. This tackiness allows for
a strong, slip free attachment that improves comfort and
enhances versatility of training. Round tubular bands are
typically smooth and provide minimal tackiness which
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does not create a slip free attachment. As a result, tubular
devices will roll on their attachment site and disrupt
the proprioceptive influence that is important to elastic
training.

4. Bands should feel firm not soft. A soft band is typically
a molded band or a band that was manufactured with
rubber based fillers instead of 100% rubber latex. Even
though this type of band will feel more comfortable to
grasp, it will quickly tear when repeatedly put under
moderate tension.
5. Band resistance levels should be created by differences
in width not thickness. A band that is thicker than 3/16
inch is typically over layered and will have a tendency to
split or delaminate more frequently due to the additional
layering.
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Tubular elastic bands such as
these are not reccomended for
the drills in this certification.

6. Performing many of the drills covered in this certification
with tubular elastic devices is not recommended. A
molded tubular elastic device will easily be torn when
aggressive tensions are placed on it while performing
the drills that will be presented. These types of elastic
tools are designed more for light strength training where
forces are kept relatively low and repetitions high. They
are not designed for aggressive locomotion or lower
body training. Also, the connection between the handle
and the band is not designed to withstand high levels of
tension and will either crack or pull out if tension gets too
aggressive.
7. Nylon covered tubular bands were created to protect
against a tube breaking when performing aggressive
running or heavy tension drills. Unfortunately this nylon
covering creates a solid and abrupt end point which can
lead to “jerking” or “jarring” of the low back and related
joints if the tube is stretched beyond its limit. Flat
resistance bands have “stretch recommendations” but do
not create a solid end point, should over-stretching occur.

8. Bungee cords, as compared to tubular bands, provide
better training durability but also create a solid end point.
Their rounded construction however, does not adhere
well to uneven surfaces, thus making it difficult to directly
attach it to the body. Obviously belts and harnesses can
assist with this issue but will require additional set-up
time and upfront equipment costs.
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Nylon covered tubular band
designed to protect against
breakage.
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Varied colors serve as an easy
visual cue that make selection of
the appropriate resistance quick
and simple.
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9. Bands should be color
coded
to
distinguish
different resistance levels.
This may seem trivial, but if
two bands are the same color
it makes it very difficult to
quickly instruct athletes or
clients on which band you
want them to use. Colors
are an easy visual cue that
makes band identification
for both training and
purchasing seamless. Make sure bands come with some
type of warranty that covers manufacture defects. A well
constructed band “used as recommended” should provide
at least two years of training.

REAL WORLD Benefits of
Resistance Band Training
Anytime - Anywhere – Any
Intensity - Anybody

When it comes to functional strength training, flat layered
resistance bands arguably are unmatched as a superior training
tool, but the benefits they provide the fitness
professional and fitness enthusiast from a “real
world” training standpoint truly set them apart
from other training tools.
When it comes to getting training results, the
real question is not so much what you train with
but if you are training at all. Bands make it easy
to train anybody, anywhere, anytime, and with
any intensity or resistance. It is a proven fact that
frequent and consistent training equals better
results regardless the tool.

Multi-vector Driver
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Bands can provide resistance in
virtually every direction.

Resistance bands are not gravity dependent
like dumbbells, free weights, kettlebells, or
medicine balls. Functionally, these dead weight tools can only
provide resistance along a vertical vector unless you alter your body
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position into a non-standing position.
Comparatively, resistance bands will effectively and accurately
provide force along horizontal, vertical, rotational, and diagonal
vectors while maintaining a standing ground based posture.
This becomes a huge training and sanitation benefit when
lying down or sitting are not options, as is the case with most
outdoor workouts.

Portability, Portability, Portability

As a fitness professional, which would you rather carry
around, and which is easier to travel with?
The weight of a resistance band can be measured in ounces,
yet their ability to provide significant resistance is unmatched.
This fact alone makes them the most portable high intensity
training tool on the market. As a result, high intensity strength
training outdoors, on a trip, at work, at home, at the park, or
during your bike ride or run, becomes a very viable option with
resistance bands.
The success of a training program comes down to
consistency and intensity which can both be directly impacted
by convenience. Bands eliminate the “No facility or place to
work out” excuse and can truly provide a nearly unlimited total
body strength training option without having to work out during the
set-up.

Ever try stretching with a dumbbell?

If the goal is to maintain a healthy and active lifestyle, mobility
and stretching must be an essential component of the training
program.
Resistance bands are one of best accommodating dynamic
stretching tools that will effectively maintain and enhance mobility
in the ankles, hips, and shoulders.
Lack of mobility
and flexibility is the
most common cause
of injury, especially
as we age. People
over 30 years of age
lose approximately
10% of their joint
mobility every five
years due to a more
sedentary lifestyle
along with a lack
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Resistance bands are far more
convenient and portable than
traditional implements such as
kettlebells and dumbbells.
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Resistance bands are one of the
best accomodating stretching
tools available.
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of commitment to stretching or due to poorly designed exercise
programs that do not emphasis flexibility and full range of motion
exercises in multiple planes.
Not only do resistance bands provide an option for passive
overpressure stretching of restricted soft tissues, they also create
an eccentric overstretch on all strength training exercises that they
are use for.

Get functional and get leaner…fast!!

Resistance band
training creates
long, strong, welldefined, and fully
integrated muscles.

Creating a lean and well-defined musculoskeletal system starts
with being able to train in functionally correct postures. This
only occurs when training in the standing posture that our body
was designed around. Resistance bands’ unique strength curve
enhances end range postural stability strength, which is what
most individuals struggle maintaining and why they often revert to
machine based training. Training in a weight bearing position with
bands automatically recruits postural stabilizers to work harder,
especially when full range of motion is successfully being challenged.
Also remember all muscles are tri-planar both biomechanically
and structurally. Training in multiple planes of motion while using
multiple force vectors will impact the entire muscle which will
improve muscle length and development. Single plane, single
vector training, which is often the case when only using deadweight
or machine based training, will not effectively impact tri-planar
structure or function. Resistance band training creates long, strong,
well-defined, and fully integrated muscles.

Is losing fat the goal?

Losing weight starts with speeding up your metabolism and
increasing overall work capacity. This increased work capacity is
impacted three ways when training with bands.
1. Total body interval strength training with bands can burn
30% more calories than most machine based circuits by
making stabilizing muscles as well as dynamic moving
muscles work simultaneously.
2. Using ground based exercises that require higher levels
of core recruitment will immediately increase primary
muscle recruitment and work capacity. More muscle
recruitment means a greater level of work output and
calorie expenditure.
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3. Band exercise requires full range of motion effort
performed frequently at higher rep velocities. This
increased effort will also increase work capacity, as will
the increased velocity. Which is harder: sprinting or
walking?

Together these three factors add up to an increased work
capacity which translates into a greater calorie burn. Research has
shown that the most productive form of exercise to burn fat is high
intensity interval strength training that incorporates total body
exercises performed through full ranges of motion.

Life is All About Power

Activities of daily living revolve around performing short bursts
of activity followed by varying periods of recovery. In other words,
we ask our bodies to perform power based activities throughout the
day.
Power is Force x Distance/time (speed)

Decreasing the time variable in the above equation will
increase power outputs faster than increasing the force
variable. This has been well documented in the power
lifting community with the advent of the “reactive training
method” which incorporates the combination of bands
with free weight training or power-lifting movements.
Bands require individuals to increase rep speed which
increases power. Increasing the speed of movements with
traditional weight training is difficult due to the effects
of gravity. Increasing rep speed with bands is easy and
typically happens automatically as deceleration control
improves. Individuals who train with bands are able to build up
a momentum at the beginning of the range which allows them to
accelerate the movement.

Training to stay injury free

95% of all orthopedic injuries are the result of poor deceleration
control in the transverse plane. Band’s elastic properties accelerate
deceleration and force the body to improve deceleration control
and strength especially when training with transverse plane force
vectors.
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Resistance bands are one of the
most effective tools available for
developing explosive power.
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Bands can be a critical way to
not only improve performance but
also help prevent injury.
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Dead weight can effectively train acceleration but will
not be able to train deceleration, especially in the in the
transverse plane. As a result, band training teaches the
body how to slow down transverse plane forces that often
lead to joint and ligament trauma.
Coupling this with ground based training postures that
require total body integration allows us to effectively train
the body to quickly respond to awkward movements that
lead to loss of balance, falls, or possible injury.
The factors that are associated with falling (lack of
balance, response time, coordination) get worse as we
age, so it is very important to maintain our ability to
produce power by quickly moving our extremities both
eccentrically and concentrically.

Changing direction is what drives fitness results

Muscles don’t think; they just react. Changing the direction of
movement causes muscles to constantly adapt by creating a greater
need for stabilization strength, balance control, and neuromuscular
integration.
Using multi-directional band training exercises teaches our
bodies how to move instinctively in
any direction when called upon.

Train anywhere at any intensity and
most importantly with any body
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Bands can be used to assist
athlete in performance of some
exercises.

Resistance Band Training is
able to accommodate any age,
gender, or fitness level. Not only
can bands create an unlimited level
of resistance, but also they have the
unique capability to create exercise
assistance if needed.
Body weight exercises like
push-ups, pull-ups, dips, squats,
lunges, and single leg squats are key
exercises when it comes to improving
functional
strength.
However,
often these exercises are not easily
performed due to the muscles’
inability to overcome gravity and
lift the body. Bands allow any individual to perform body weight
exercises effectively through full ranges of motion regardless their
strength level, by providing gravity assistance.
Remember lifting this body of ours is the first goal in function.
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Enjoy lifting weights… NOT!! NO problem here!
Strength training is a necessity if the body is
going to maintain a high level of function as we age.
Developing a stronger performing body is always
the goal of a successful fitness or performance
based program.
However the idea of lifting weights can be
intimidating for certain populations.
Strength training without weights by using
resistance bands eliminates the intimidating
weight room atmosphere and the hassles that
come with using dead weight training tools or
machines. Choosing the correct weight, adjusting
the weights, or having to position the weight can
be eliminated using a single multi-level resistance
band.

Tired of adding all that weight to the bar?

Strength training without weights may not be the answer for some
but what about band strength training with weights? Band combo
training (using bands with free weight exercises) can specifically
assist the middle age fitness enthusiasts or fitness professional that
no longer is able to load up the bar with heavy joint compressive
weight. Bands offer a more joint friendly option to increasing
resistance with traditional strength training equipment without the
trauma that comes with having to use heavy weight.
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Add resistance without adding
extra weight plates.
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Resistance bands can serve as
a fun alternative to traditional
weights.
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Training Versatility

“If the
movement
looks pretty, it’s
probably pretty
good.”

To truly achieve great fitness results it requires addressing all
aspect of training function including:
• Flexibility and joint mobility
• Total body strength
• Cardiovascular efficiency
• Coordination
• Dynamic stability
From a high performance or athletic standpoint it will require
looking at:
• Optimal power production
• Multi-directional speed and agility
• A high level of spatial awareness
We also know that there are several tools that can successfully
impact each of these components. From a fitness entrepreneur or
coach’s perspective, space, time, money, knowledge and convenience
always play a key role in which tools we choose to help our clients or
athletes get better.
Obviously from an exercise standpoint the more versatile a tool,
the more it can impact not only our training results.

Bands and Accessories
Standard 41 inch long band strengths

Before we continue, it should be noted that it is very difficult
to quantify the actual resistance used when training with bands.
If you are a numbers person, this can be frustrating. However, if
you or your clients are lifting for strength gains, typically you are
using certain deadweight lifts as bench marks to quantify absolute
strength.
Resistance bands are a tool to create different neuromuscular
responses which in turn will increase absolute strength. As we
move towards program design, perceived exertion, reps, movement
quality, and band size are how strength quantification and progress
will be monitored using bands.
Resistance bands come in eight different resistance levels and
colors and are all 41 inches long when laid down flat.
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Resistance bands come in a
variety of resistances and colors.

Micro 1/2” wide
Small 1/2” wide 			
Medium Monster Mini 3/4” wide
Large Light 1 1/8” wide
X-Large Average 1 3/4” wide
XX-Large Strong 2 1/2” wide
XXX-Large Monster 3” wide
Mega Black Band 4” wide

2-10 lbs
10 to 25 lbs
25 to 50 lbs
50 to 75 lbs
75 to 120lbs
120 to 200 lbs
200 to 250lbs
250 to 300+lbs

The most effective way to order bands or refer to bands is by
color, however many retailers create different color schemes which
make comparing retailers difficult. The next option is by width
which is relatively standard within the industry and among retailers.

Specialty bands

Bands can be manufactured in any length, width or thickness. As
a result, there are many different band variations available on the
market. Below are 2 different band length options that are common
in the market that offer a more effective and convenient training
option for specific types of exercises or populations.
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12 Inch dynamic stabilizer
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A 12 inch dynamic stabilizer
band.

Within the fitness community the 12 inch band is typically used
to train or activate hip or scapular stabilizer muscles. These 12
inch bands come in numerous widths which vary resistance levels.
Typically a ¾ inch width is a sufficient resistance for the normal
fitness client or high school athlete

73 Inch or 2 Meter Bands

The 73 inch band is a double length band that is 3/16 inch thick
and can vary in width from 1.5 inches to 3 inches. They are designed
for high intensity speed training drills that are commonly performed
in sports performance facilities or on athletic teams.
However, they can easily be used within the fitness arena for
partner based horizontal pulling or pushing along with locomotion
and lower body horizontal vector training.
The unique double length increases resistance variability and
provides for slightly more durability due to the added length.
Size recommendations:
• Typical high school male athletes train best in teal and
maroon
• College or professional athletes will train in maroon and
royal blue
• For fitness based training, teal appears to be the most
versatile

Band Accessories
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73 inch (2 meter) bands.

Many elastic training tools come with permanently attached
handles as well as some type of nylon strap to attach into doors
or around poles. Resistance bands do not come with attachment
accessories because it would decrease the versatility as well as make
attachment free and partner based band training difficult. This will
become much more apparent as we enter into the exercise portion
of the certification.

Training handles

Why are the training handles not attached permanently to the
bands? The answer is simple… It takes literally seconds to attach
them, and if they were permanently attached, it would eliminate
90% of all attachment free exercises and locomotion drills due to
the potential for injury as a result of the handles contacting the user.
Training handles are designed to be used with these band widths:
• Orange: 0.5 inch
• Red: 0.5 inch
• Black: 0.75 inch
• Purple: 1.125 inch
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Using them with wider bands will, over time, compromise the
carabiner clip or cause possible damage to the band.
Training handles are designed to allow the user to never have to
let go of the handle during exercise transitions. This is important
considering the tension that is being applied by the band during
a training session and the potential for a handle to slip out of an
individual’s hand if having to transfer handles from hand to hand.
Be sure to review the accessory section on video 2 for handle
recommendations and how to attach the handles safely onto a band.

Band Utility Straps (BUS)

The BUS is a way to safely attach bands onto anything that could
potentially cut or damage the band. This can include:
• Doors
• Trees
• Soccer goals
• Goal posts
• Playground equipment
• Picnic tables
• Fence posts
• Park benches
The BUS is a 1 inch nylon strap that can handle up to 500lbs of
resistance. It has two plastic tubes permanently attached
onto it. One is a 10 inch long piece designed for the band
to be attached to. The other one is a 2 inch long piece
designed to lock into a door jamb or lock onto the strap
itself when looped around a stable structure.
Depicted within the manual as well as the videoa are
several examples of appropriate use of the BUS. The key to
successfully using the BUS is to make sure the band stays
on the 10 inch plastic tube during training and does not
slide onto the nylon strap where it can be damaged.
Special Note: Make sure you review the accessory
section on video 2 to learn exactly how to install and use a
band utility strap.

Choosing the Correct Bands
for Training

Like with any training tool, “one size does not fit all”. However
the good news with resistance bands, as compared to other strength
training tools, is that one band will accommodate a large population
due to a much larger window of resistance levels.
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Resistance band training
handles.
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Band Utility Strap (BUS).
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Sample uses of the Band Utility
Strap (BUS).
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The following are age and gender based guidelines I have
created to assist you with choosing the correct level of band. This
information comes from providing thousands of recommendations
to customers, coaches and clients over the past several years.
Color Codes:
Orange – O
Red – R
Black – Bk
Purple – P
Green – G
Blue – Bu
Gray - Gr

Youth Female Recommendations
AGE

UPPER BODY
STRENGTH

LOWER BODY
STRENGTH

SPEED
TRAINING

FLEXIBILITY

CORE
TRAINING

ASSISTED
BODY WEIGHT

HIGH INTENSITY
TOWING

10-13

O-R

R -Bk

R - Bk

R (12-13)

O

Bk

N/A

14-16

R - Bk

Bk - Few P

Bk - Few P

R - Bk

O

Bk - P

N/A

16-18

R-Bk-Few P
Few R – Bk –
Few P

Bk - P

Bk – Mostly P

R -Bk

R

P -G

G (17-18)

P

P

Bk

R

P-G

G

R (12-13)

CORE
TRAINING
O

ASSISTED
BODY WEIGHT
Bk

HIGH INTENSITY
TOWING
N/A

R - Bk

O – Few R

Bk - P

Bk

R

P -G

N/A
G – Bu

P

R

P-G

18-22

Youth Male Recommendations
10-13

UPPER BODY
STRENGTH
Few O - R

LOWER BODY
STRENGTH
R -Bk

SPEED
TRAINING
R - Bk

14-16

R - Bk

Bk – Few P

Few Bk - P

16-18

Bk - P
FEW R – Bk –
FEW P

P

P

G

P-G

AGE

18-22

FLEXIBILITY

(17-18)
Gr
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Adult Female Recommendations
AGE

UPPER BODY
STRENGTH

LOWER BODY
STRENGTH

LOCOMOTION
TRAINING

FLEXIBILITY

CORE
TRAINING

ASSISTED BODY
WEIGHT

25-40

Bk

Bk - P

Bk - P

R-Bk

R

P -G

HIGH
INTENSITY
TOWING
N/A

40-55

R-Bk

R-Bk - FEW P

Bk - Few P

R-Bk

O-R

P-G

N/A

55-65

O-R

R-Bk

Bk

R

O

P

N/A

65 +

O-R

R-Bk

R

O-R

O

P

N/A

Adult Male Recommendations
AGE

UPPER BODY
STRENGTH

LOWER BODY
STRENGTH

LOCOMOTION
TRAINING

FLEXIBILITY

CORE
TRAINING

ASSISTED BODY
WEIGHT

25-40

Bk – P

P

P

R-Bk

R

P -G

HIGH
INTENSITY
TOWING
G-Bu

40-55

R-Bk

Bk - P

P

R-Bk

R

P-G

G

55-65

R

R-Bk

B-P

R

R

P

N/A

R-Bk

Bk

R

O-R

P

N/A

65 +

R
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Recommended band colors/
resistances by age and gender.

Questions to ask when preparing to order bands for your clients, athletic
camps, fitness boot camps or training facility
1. What is the age level of your training population??

2. What is the percentage of male versus female in your
training population?
3. What surfaces do you anticipate training on?

4. What is the general strength level of your training
population using push-ups, pull up, squats, or lunges as
bench marks?
5. What four key areas of training do you intend to use
bands for?
6. If new to bands, what ten exercises (or more) are you
going to do with bands?
7. How familiar are you and your training population with
resistance band training?
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8. How are you intending to set up your training area?
•
•
•
•

Attached independent stations
Attachment free training stations only
Partner training only
A mixture of the above

9. Will the bands be used for athletes or general population?
10. Are you intending to implement flexibility training?
11. Will you be using the bands outdoors?

12. Will this be for a home gym, high school, club, or training
facility?

If you need a more specific questionnaire for yourself or your
clients to complete, in the appendices I have provided you with a
more detail sample.

How to Modify Band Resistance
Bands, unlike other
training tools,
make modifying
resistance a very
easy experience.

• Bands, unlike other training tools, make modifying
resistance a very easy “on the fly” experience.
• First of all there is no changing the pin, adding another
plate, and switching dumbbells.
• Secondly, performing high intensity interval strength
training using techniques like super sets, drop sets, or
velocity reps are implemented on the fly with bands.
• Lastly, unlike many training tools, you don’t need 10
separate weight levels. In most cases, 1 or 2 bands
will provide multiple resistance levels that adapt to
75% of the average fitness based population.
The following are ways to quickly change resistance levels when
training with flat resistance bands.

Move in or move out

Obviously the easiest way to change resistance with band training
is to simply adjust the stretch by increasing the pre-stretch tension
prior to performing the exercise or by decreasing the stretch tension
as you fatigue. All it requires is stepping in or stepping back relative
to where the band is attached. If doing attachment free training,
it is a matter of shortening portion of the band that is creating the
resistance.
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In the case of a shoulder press you would create less tension
between the feet which will increase the tension between the hands
and feet
One of the unique aspects of band training is the accelerated
eccentrics. In order to take advantage of this training concept, it is
important to always maintain some level of pre-exercise tension on
the band prior to performing the concentric phase of the exercise.
To ensure accelerated eccentrics occur, it is important to always
choose a band that allows for sustained band tension throughout
the entire range of the exercise.

Change bands

Just like with every other portable strength training tool,
changing resistance by choosing the next resistance level is an
option. Bands are no different except that one level up provides a
minimum of 25 to 40 additional pounds of resistance depending on
where the initial stretch resistance is placed at.
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Modifying band resistance can
be easily accomplished through
several different techniques.

Doubling a band

Very often with single band upper body exercises, changing the
resistance can be as simple as just doubling the band. This however is
a very dramatic change and one that will need to be used selectively.
When you double a band, you not only double the resistance but you
also decrease the stretch distance by 50%. The two yard rule is no
longer in effect so make sure the band is not being over stretched.

Linking bands together

Doubling a band increases the initial start resistance while
lengthening a band decreases the initial start resistance. As a
result if you have bands that need a lower start resistance, linking
two bands of equal strength together will decrease the initial start
resistance by 50% and provide a more subtle climb in resistance as
the band is stretched out.

Add in a band

The final way to increase band resistance is to add a smaller
band to the system. For example, adding an orange band with a red
band will create the resistance of a black band without having to
actually have a black band available.
In most cases this is very easy to do and actually provides added
durability to the training system because the forces are now being
distributed through two bands versus one.

visual | 1.24 |

Bands can safely and easily be
linked together to alter resistance.
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The Resistance
BandTraining

Certification is designed to teach participants
“why” and “how” to implement
resistance band training into fitness based
exercise programs designed to improve
functional movement efficiency, strength, and
power.
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G U I D ELINES & S E T UP S
Resistance Band Training
Guidelines

T

here are a few guidelines we need to cover to make sure
you have a safe and successful experience implementing
resistance bands into your personal workouts as well as with
your clients.

visual | 2.1 |

Rigid bars firmly affixed to a stud
wall or other solid surface can
serve as a versatile attachment
point for bands.

1. To avoid damaging or possibly tearing bands, do not
repeatedly stretch a single band greater than 1.5 – 2 yards.
If you want to be able to run or stretch bands further for
training purposes, link additional bands together or train
with a 73 inch Thunder band which allows for 4 yards of
stretch.

2. Make sure to attach bands to a round “Edge FREE and
Corner FREE” surface when setting up an independent
station. We recommend some type of metal pipe attached
securely onto the wall or a pole structure attached into
the floor or ground. This will protect the bands and keep
them from tethering due to excessive friction.

3. Using the band utility strap (BUS) is an effective way to
insure your bands are always protected. The BUS allows
you to attach to any stable structure regardless the
dynamics of the surface.
4. Taking bands apart after workouts will allow the band
to relax and avoid being place under a twisted tension
for long periods of time. We recommend your clients or
athletes are taught to take linked bands apart after every
workout to increase the training life of the bands.

visual | 2.2 |

The Band Utility Strap can protect
bands from fraying or other wear.

5. The best way to store bands is in a hanging position.
This will increase the lifespan of the band and allow for
frequent inspections for tears prior to training.

6. When transporting bands, we recommend a plastic
Rubbermaid type container or durable duff bag. If bands
get wet during training, make sure they are allowed to
dry properly in a hanging position.
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7. Avoid links becoming too tight during workouts by setting
exact training distances and instructing athletes as well
as clients about band stretch tolerance.
Frequently
overstretching bands is usually an indication that the
client or athlete is getting stronger and is trying to
manufacture more tension by overstretching the band.
Consider putting them into a stronger band set up for
future workouts.

8. Do not link different size bands together. If you want to
link two smaller bands onto a larger band this is fine.
Linking a smaller band onto a larger band places too
much tension onto the smaller band during training and
will overtime compromise the smaller band.
9. Training handles are designed to be used with red, black,
and purple bands. Using them with 1 ¾ inch green
bands will require a larger clip to avoid band edges being
damaged and over challenging the carabineer clip.

10. To increase the shelf life of a band, avoid keeping bands
stored in temperatures below 10 degrees for extended
periods of time.
11. If bands become wet during training, make sure they
are not left linked up and are not stored wet in poorly
ventilated containers for extended periods of time.
This will cause links to become extremely tight and can
possibly discolor them if left too long in that position.

12. Best way to sanitize bands is to soak them for 4 to 5
minutes in warm water that contains a gentle soap with
a small amount of a mild disinfectant. Make sure to hang
them up to dry once they are removed from the cleaning
solution.
13. Obviously bands are made of a latex based product. As a
result individuals who are highly sensitive to latex need
to proceed with caution when training with bands. If a
latex sensitive person is going to attempt to train with
bands use the following precautions:
• When having to grasp the band, recommend clients
use standard weight training gloves or even full sports
gloves like those used by football or baseball players.
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• Always wear a shirt when doing any crossover set up
or if bands are being placed against the body
• Utilize a simple belt around the waist when doing any
hip attachment training to avoid the band rubbing
against the abdominal region.

If not used
correctly, bands can
become damaged,
non-productive, and
a potential source
of injury to your
clients or athletes.

It is also a good idea to include a statement about the use of latex
based resistance bands in your wavier form. This not only educates
new clients about bands but also reminds you to discuss the latex
issue with them.

Most Common Resistance Band
Training Mistakes

Bands can be your best tool for training speed, deceleration
control, and upper or lower body functional strength. However, if
not used correctly, they can become damaged, non-productive, and a
possible source of injury to your clients or athletes.
I have witnessed trainers, coaches, athletes, and fitness
enthusiasts make consistent but easily correctable mistakes when
training with bands. I don’t want you to make those same mistakes
which are why it is important to review this information prior to
starting the actual training process.

1. Allowing individuals to stretch the bands beyond the recommended
stretch length

This is by far the biggest mistake made when training with
resistance bands. Individuals who like to train with bands are, by
nature, going to compete and challenge the structural integrity of
the band, be it accidentally, which is often the case, or purposely,
which is common with highly motivated individuals or athletes.
The key is to educate your clientele and set boundaries that
reflect how far a particular band set-up can be stretched. This
becomes especially important when doing short burst resistance
band running drills where momentum can easily carry them beyond
the recommended stretch distance.
Obviously, overtime repeat offenders will cause bands to tether
and possibly break during a training session. Like with any tool, you
must educate clients about the hazards of repeatedly overstretching
bands. If this does not eliminate the issue, increase their band
resistance or switch those individuals to body weight training only.
To assist in maintaining appropriate band tension during running
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drills, set up boundaries using cones, lines, chalk, or a training
partner. This will provide the training individual a visual goal or
guideline while keeping their bands safe for a very long time. Over
stretching is less of an issue during strength training but does need
to be monitored there as well.
Lastly, teach clients how to take the bands apart after they are
finished using linked up bands. This will reinforce the importance
of staying within the stretch guidelines, eliminate tension points on
the bands, and assist with clean up after a training session.

2. Having clients training with too strong of a band

When it comes to band training, bigger is not necessarily better.
You want individuals to move safely while developing confidence,
power, and quality movement habits. The goal should not be to
have them towing or tugging on a band.
Quick, fast, and high quality movement with a controlled
eccentric phase, especially when first learning how to train in bands,
should be the emphasis when starting to train in bands. Don’t
sacrifice movement quality and risk possible injury by placing an
inexperienced client in too strong of a band.
With a high level of deceleration control needed when training
with bands, you want to make sure all clients initially feel they
can dominate the band. Momentum from too strong of a band is
an inhibitor to quality movement. A person who is unable to safely
control the eccentric phase due to maximum fatigue or too strong
of a band is an injury waiting to happen. Save the big bands for
slower drills, like tug of war or power stepping, where speed is not
the emphasis. Emphasizing full integrated movement will improve
strength, balance, and flexibility while keeping the training session
successful for everyone.

3. Creating band partnerships that are based on hip height not necessarily
body weight

In partner band training, especially when training locomotion,
the band is usually attached around the hips. As a result you want to
match individuals up, when possible, by hip heights. This will avoid
the band from migrating up on the shorter person and becoming a
distraction during the exercise. If you are going to do attachment
free training or partner based upper body training this becomes less
of an issue.
Prior to initiating a workout, take a moment to get a feel for the
general hip heights of your group. If possible, once clients have
finished the dynamic stretching, have everyone partner up and then
quickly screen to make sure the match-ups are going to work.
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The key is to try and establish your partnerships early on so the
workout does not have to slow down once it is going.

4. Not cleaning up post workout

Unlinking bands and removing handles from the bands after
a workout will keep bands performing longer. It also eliminates
bands from getting tangled up into the handles which increases setup time.
Always have individuals take bands apart after workouts and
hang them up on something so they are effectively stored and readily
available at the next session. Fitness minded individuals understand
weight room etiquette typically have no problem helping out after a
workout.
As a secondary point, have individuals also set up their own
station once they are familiar with the workout. This teaches them
how to link bands together or attach bands to a stable structure
which will assist them for home workouts. Set-up can be confusing
for people if they are not properly instructed or do not practice
routinely.

5. Training too fast and not controlling momentum safely

Bands can increase momentum, improve ground reaction time
and add an additional force to the influence of gravity. These are why
they are so effective at improving functional movement skills.
However, a beginner will still need to follow traditional strength
training rules.
You do not want the band to become a “human slingshot” and
potentially cause muscles or joints to be compromised due to poor
control of eccentric movement. Initially you want to train with
stability in mind. Perform movements with a slow control of the
eccentric phase and an acceleration of the concentric phase, like with
traditional strength training. As you and your clients become more
coordinated and confident, they can progress to a faster deceleration
(eccentric phase) with a faster acceleration (concentric phase).
Also emphasize full ranges of motion. Clients often will shorten
up the range of motion using bands due to the unique strength
curve that requires muscles to work harder at the end of the range.
Allowing this to happen will defeat the purpose and effectiveness of
resistance band training.

6. Poor cueing and control with locomotion drills

I have found that the most challenging band drills are the running
drills. This is probably due to the poor levels of neuromuscular
integration and deceleration control most individuals demonstrate.
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Our society simply does not “stop” well due to a lack of emphasis
and training on deceleration control. Most clients will come to you
after performing isolated machine based strength training where
deceleration is not needed and is definitely not integrated. As a
result, even the smallest of bands can be a significant neuromuscular
challenge for them.
Make sure you follow the progression provided later in the
certification to avoid unfortunate falls that can quickly lead to injury
or an unsuccessful training session.

7. Training without progression

Bands may seem like a simple tool, but in reality they can lead
to injuries if used incorrectly. We have discussed the impact bands
have on deceleration and increasing momentum. Letting a joint
be quickly pulled into an uncontrolled eccentric phase can cause
acute joint trauma or overuse trauma if not corrected in a timely
manner. Unlike deadweight, resistance bands will do the work for
you when it comes to eccentric training. It is critical to follow the
training progressions and exercise controls as will be discussed in
the upcoming chapters so you and your clients remain safe during
band training sessions.

8. Using too light of band when doing attachment free training

This specifically comes into play when using a single band under
the feet. As people fatigue their natural instinct is to drag their feet.
This will grind the band into the floor causing it to shred and break.
Very often, the orange band, which is half the thickness of other
standard bands, is the most susceptible to this.
Unfortunately, when the band does tear due to improper use,
clients immediately feel all bands will tear and may become scared
to train with bands. Make sure you instruct clients how to avoid
grinding the band into the floor by picking up their feet as well as
keeping weight dispersed primarily onto the ball of the foot. This
will avoid the band being damaged and ensure a successful training
session.

Progressing with Resistance
Band Training

As it is with any tool, the ability to regress or progress an exercise
will determine how effective a particular exercise will be when it
comes to achieving results.
Before we begin to discuss how to modify resistance band

As it is with any
tool, the ability to
regress or progress
an exercise
will determine
how effective a
particular exercise
will be when it
comes to achieving
results.
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intensity, keep these six simple rules in mind.

1. Focus on work capacity and perceived exertion levels

2. Perform full ranges of motion to take advantage of the
unique nature of elastic resistance

3. Emphasize control of eccentrics to avoid potential soft
tissue injury due to the accelerated eccentrics associated
with elastic resistance training
4. Make sure movement quality is good by increasing speed
before increasing band resistance. Speed of movement
typically indicates optimal control
5. Always start with control stationary positions to enhance
stability before allowing secondary movements or
stepping actions to be integrated in

One of the unique
benefits of
strength training
with bands is how
seamless it is to
alter the intensity
of an exercise.

6. Specific to running in bands, make sure lower torso
deceleration control is being performed well with
exercises stationary exercises and individuals are
demonstrating good reciprocation of upper and lower
extremities.

Modifying Resistance and intensity when training in bands

One of the unique benefits of strength training with bands is
how seamless it is to alter the intensity of a particular exercise or
workout. This next section provides several ways to quickly change
the intensity of any exercise that we will discuss as we move further
into the certification. As you begin to implement these simple
modifications, you will quickly realize that one exercise quickly
turns into six.

Option #1 – Changing Base of support

By changing the base of support (BOS), it immediately changes
the impact on the body’s center of gravity (COG) which is primarily
controlled by the core abdominal muscles. Knowing that any increase
in core activation leads to greater primary muscle recruitment, this
simple change in BOS immediately influences exercise intensity.
The following are progressive BOS modification that will
instantly ramp up intensity.
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1. Parallel stance – Feet are approximately shoulder width
apart in a parallel alignment. By narrowing this stance, it
immediately becomes a greater challenge to the core due
to the narrowed base of support.
2. Lateral offset staggered stance - One foot is 12 to18 inches
in front of the other foot with the back foot position more
lateral to the front foot. This brings in the frontal plane
which often is a more stable base of support
3. Staggered stacked stance - One foot is 18 to 24 inches
in front of the other foot with back foot almost directly
behind the front foot. This places frontal plane stabilizers
at a significantly greater disadvantage
4. Elevated staggered stance - Back foot is elevated onto a
surface thus decreasing ground contact surface area by
50% and placing a greater emphasis on unilateral stability
and hip flexibility.

Each of these stances will not necessarily adapt to every band
exercise discussed but in most cases base of support can easily be
modified between sets or while actually performing the exercise.

Option #2 - Changing resistance

Obviously the simplest way to change band training intensity is
by adjusting the resistance being used. With resistance bands, this
means doing one of four things.
1. Stepping further away or towards the band attachment
site
2. Changing to a stronger band

3. Adding a second band to the exercise
4. Shortening the band

The key is to make sure the band resistance is optimal and allows for:
1. A full range of motion to be completed

2. Continuous tension on the band during all phases of the
exercise
3. Total control of the eccentric phase of the exercise
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Option #3 – Changing the speed of the exercise
Resistance bands have long been identified as an effective tool for
performing speed reps. By increasing rep speed in a weight bearing
posture, the body automatically places a greater dynamic demand
on abdominal and hip stabilization as a result of the increased
momentum. This increase in dynamic stabilization causes primary
muscle recruitment to increase which increases metabolic workload
and intensity.
There are three ways to increase resistance band rep speed.
1. Increasing acceleration speed is the easiest and safest
way to increase rep speed. In this scenario, the focus is
on performing a relatively faster concentric motion as
compared to the eccentric motion, or in other words,
unloading quickly and reloading slowly.
2. The second option to increase rep speed emphasizes
a faster eccentric phase as compared to the concentric
phase. Due to higher need for deceleration control, this
will place a greater demand on tendons and joint soft
tissues. Therefore this is considered a far more advanced
training approach and should only be done after several
months of base level resistance band training.

3. The third and final way to increase band training speed
is by simply doing fast reps in both the concentric and
eccentric phase of the exercise. Typically called “speed
reps”, this will require using a smaller band resistance
while maintaining optimal ground based stabilization
through the trunk and hips in order to maintain consistent
rep rhythm. Make sure with this type of band training
that range of motion is not being sacrificed in order to
increase volume and that movement quality stays sound.

Option #4 - Changing planes of motion

Our body is able to move in three planes of motion; sagittal,
frontal, and transverse. As a society we are typically taught to
exercise predominantly in the sagittal plane, which over time leads
to loss of movement quality in both the frontal and transverse planes.
When you couple this with the fact that age also leads to loss
of transverse and frontal plane joint range of motion, it becomes
functionally important that the body is continually provided a
training stimulus in all planes.
Lastly it is a functional fact that the body’s greatest power
producing plane is the transverse or rotational plane. If this plane
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is restricted due to loss of flexibility or poor integration, which is
often the case with age or lack of practice, the body’s capacity to
effectively produce power and increase metabolic work capacity is
limited.
This being said, to increase muscle recruitment, strength, power,
and work capacity, one must incorporate more rotational plane
movements in order to increase exercise intensity.
By simply changing base of support as it relates to the line of pull
on the band, it becomes very easy to quickly turn a dominant sagittal
plane movement into a dominant rotational plane movement. Also,
by going from bilateral to unilateral or simultaneous to alternating,
we can immediately alter the intensity of the exercise by impacting
the transverse plane.
The following band exercises allow for easy change of plane
option.
• Horizontal pushes
• Horizontal pulls
• Horizontal Lunges
• Horizontal Hops
• Running in bands
• Overhead triceps extensions

Option #5 – Integrating multi-joint movements

Our body is a total kinetic chain that is designed to perform
multi-joint integrated movements automatically.
As consistency of training with bands increases, the #1 thing that
quickly becomes apparent is how easy it is to integrate additional
movement like a squat, lunge, or step action into a particular
exercise. This added integration creates multi-joint and multimuscle recruitment which will immediately increase the intensity
of training. To take it even one step further, performing movements
like hopping, jumping, or running will increase momentum and
ground contact forces which creates an entirely new level of training
intensity.
Here are examples of exercise progressions:
1. Front squat isometric hold – Full front squat – Squat jump
2. Split squat isometric – Split Squat – Split jump

3. Horizontal row - Horizontal squat pull – Horizontal squat
step and pull
4. Push press – Squat press – Jack press

Our body is a
total kinetic chain
that is designed
to perform multijoint integrated
movements
automatically.
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5. Staggered triceps overhead press - Rotational overhead
press – Step back overhead press

Interestingly, many of these more advanced progressions become
natural movements as stability and strength improve.

Band Intensity Progression Cheat Sheet
Progression Option

Level 2

Level 3

Parallel stance row
Base of support
Changing foot placement or
contact surface

Staggered stance row

Single leg balance row

Resistance
Changing band stretch
tension

Horizontal chest press

Step away or towards
attachment site to alter
start tension

Step and push variation

Speed of exercise

Single band push press Push press with emphasis
with emphasis on fast on equal speed of
overhead acceleration concentric and eccentric
only

Push press with
emphasis on high
speed eccentric
with reactionary fast
concentric

Multi-plane

Reverse lunge sagittal
reach

Reverse lunge Lateral
reach

Reverse lunge crossover
reach

Multi-joint

Bilateral rowing

Squat pull

Squat step and pull

Multi-vector

Hammer curl: Vertical
vector

Hammer curl with hip
attachment to bring in
horizontal plane

Lateral step hammer curl
with hip attachment to
impact all 3 planes
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Band intensity progression cheat
sheet.

Level 1
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Option #6 – Training with multiple force vectors
In the “real world” our body is often challenged simultaneously
by multiple force vectors that are directed at the body either
horizontally, vertically, or rotationally. However, with traditional
dead weight or machine based training, only a single vector is being
required to impact the body. Since resistance bands are independent
of gravity and extremely pliable, applying horizontal, rotational,
lateral, and vertical force vectors to any exercise is easy and will
instantly elevate training intensity.
Changing exercise intensity without adding additional bands to
the system is simply a matter of applying the functional principles.
A quick reference guide has been provided with a single exercise
example of how to use the above principles of intensity to quickly
alter band training intensity.

Band Training Set-up Options
Linked Band Set-up

Linking bands allows for an extended training distance and
increased resistance variability. However, if links become overly
tight to the point where it is difficult to release them, this will
ultimately lead to damaging bands and a poor training experience.
Here are few simple recommendations to follow when using a
linked band set up.

1. Avoid linking bands if bands are going to get wet. A wet
band will become slippery and allow the link to tighten
down quickly.

2. Always set running parameters when using linked bands,
especially with athletes whose competitive nature often
will lead to the overstretching of bands.
3. Always take links apart after workouts to avoid links
getting tighter on repeated training sessions.

4. Do not link different sized bands together because it will
over stress the smaller band and increase the likelihood
of the link becoming too tight.
5. With partner training, do not allow the holding partner
to pre-stretch the band prior to the training partner
initiating the drill. Always allow the training partner, not
the holder, set the starting resistance.
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Training with multiple force
vectors.
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6. Do not link more than two bands together. Linking more
than two bands only increases the likelihood of links
getting to tight as a result of a greater training distance.

Exercise options:

• All running drills either independently or in
partnerships
• All multi-directional lunge drills
• Unilateral upper torso strengthening
• Tug of war drills

visual | 2.5a |

Step by step progression
for linking bands together:
Step 1.

visual | 2.6 |

Partner training with linked
bands.
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Step by step progression
for linking bands together:
Step 2.
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Step by step progression
for linking bands together:
Step 3.
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Step by step progression
for linking bands together:
Step 4.
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Hip attachment set-up
The hip attachment will be your #1 set-up for all locomotion
training and horizontal lower body vector training. The key to this
set-up is making sure the band attachment site is slightly below
the crest of the hip to avoid superior migration of the band during
training.

Recommendations

• Avoid band migrating up by attaching it to a stable
structure slightly below hip height
• Do not go with less than a 3/4 inch width band
• Do not hold bands with hands

Grip free attachment

The grip free attachment not only allows individuals to grasp
additional training tools while using bands, but it also allows them
to shorten the band to increase band resistance through a full range
of motion.
Unfortunately some individuals will find this set-up to be
uncomfortable due to the pressure of the band on the palm of the
hand. My suggestion for those individuals is to consider wearing a
weight lifting glove to provide additional padding or to invest in a
pair of training handles.

Precautions

• Avoid overstretching the thumb into hyperextension
by maintaining the band on palm during pushing
exercises

visual | 2.7 |

Hip attachment set-up.

visual | 2.8a & b |

Grip free attachment (left) and
hand position (right).
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Attachment free training option one: Single band bilateral foot attachment

visual | 2.9 |

Single band bilateral foot
attachment.

This attachment free single band set-up allows you to perform
several vertical force vector exercises that are traditionally done
with dead weight. However what you will quickly discover is that
using a band to perform these exercises will challenge you more
than dead weight to complete the lockout. Dead weight does not
provide the increased resistance at the end of the range that bands
do. As a result, the stabilization strength needed to complete the
lockout will be significantly greater using bands.
Very often by training in bands and then going back to dead weight
training, clients will immediately notice a significant improvement
in their dead weight lockout strength.

Exercise options
•
•
•
•
•
•

High pull
Push press
Hammer curl
Front raise
Overhead squats
Lateral band walking

Recommendations

• Avoid damaging the band by maintaining some degree
of slack in the band between the feet. Simply widening
your feet to increase tension will only increase tension
of the band between the feet.
• Always keep the band positioned around the arch of
the foot, not the ball of the foot. If attempting to add
a stepping action with this set-up, always stress the
importance of picking up the feet to avoid grinding
the band into the floor surface which will quickly tear
the band

Attachment free training option two: Double band bilateral foot
attachment
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Double band bilateral foot
attachment.

Another effective way to increase vertical vector resistance with
bands is by doubling the band while attaching it under the feet. The
key to this set-up is to remember the band is 50% shorter which
means starting resistance will be doubled and stretch tolerance is
one yard or less.

Exercise options

• Dead lifts
• Straight leg dead lifts
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• Bent over rows
• Bicep curls with handles
• Shrugs

Recommendations

• Maintain the band around the arch of the foot
• Keep feet shoulder width apart
• If walking emphasize picking feet up on each step to
avoid grinding band into the floor

Attachment free training option three: Single band unilateral foot
attachment

Not demonstrated in the video, this single band foot attachment
allows you to change the force vector of the band as well as provide
a more favorable force vector for unilateral based training.

Exercise options
•
•
•
•

Triceps overhead extensions
Incline press
Bicep curl
Behind the neck military press

Recommendations

• Must keep band firmly around the arch of the foot to
avoid it slipping
• Alter band foot between exercises

Attachment free training option four: Behind the back attachment

Taking the band behind the back allows you to quickly perform
horizontal vector training, however, once again the length of the
band may create a problem for individuals that have anatomically
shorter arms or are want increased resistance. This can quickly be
resolved by placing a simple square knot in the middle of the band.
This will shorten the band by approximately 3-4 inches, making the
starting resistance greater for those that want more resistance. This
will also allow for full range of motion resistance.

Exercise options
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chest press
Squat to press
Flys
Resisted push up
Resisted planks
Incline press
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Single band unilateral foot
attachment.
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Recommendations

visual | 2.12 |

Behind the back attachment.

• Keep band pressure against back region during rest
to avoid band changing positions on the body
• Shorten a band to accommodate different individual
heights
Every band is 41 inches long, which fortunately
accommodates the average height and arm length of
most individuals. Unfortunately there are shorter
individuals that wish to train in bands and will not be
able to do so effectively without being able to shorten
the band. Since bands are very pliable they can be shortened two
ways:
1. Placing a small square knot in one end of the band is
possible and will allow any individual, regardless of
height, to effectively train with a single band during
vertical based exercises
2. Placing a loose square knot in the middle of the band will
shorten the band for horizontal based exercises.
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Behind the back attachment:
scapular position.

visual | 2.14 |

Behind the back attachment:
lumbar position.
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Attachment free training option five: Rack position
The rack position allows individuals to perform vertical vector
lower body exercises.

Exercise options
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Front squats
Split squats
Reverse lunges
Heel raises
Split jumps
Squat jumps
Lateral lunges
Crossover reverse lunges
Single leg squats
Single leg bench squats

Recommendations

• Make sure the band rests on top of the shoulders and
does not migrate onto the mid humeral region
• Use thumbs to pull the band away from the front of
the throat if irritation exists

visual | 2.15 |

Rack position.

Attachment free training option six: Crossover set–up (unilateral and
bilateral)

The crossover set up is not for everyone due to pressure the band
applies to the top of the shoulder girdle where minimal soft tissue
padding is present. However, when tolerable, the crossover set-up
allows individuals to perform lower torso exercises effectively.

Exercise options
•
•
•
•
•

Speed squats
Single leg squats
Single leg bench squats
Squat jumps
Step lunges

Recommendations

• Keep bands centered onto the shoulder and avoid
getting too close to the neck region
• Make sure to review on video how to easily remove
and reset to avoid training delay

visual | 2.16 |

Bilateral crossover setup.
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Attachment free training option seven: Band with a pair of handles
This is a quick way to create a bilateral or an alternating training
set-up and only need one band with handles. Keep in mind,
however that it does create a higher level of starting resistance
while providing less stretch length tolerance.

Exercise options

• Some attachment free training
• All horizontal upper torso training except bent over
presses
• Trunk stabilization training

visual | 2.17 |

Unilateral crossover setup.

visual | 2.18a & b |
Band with handle pair exercises.
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Band attached training option one: Vertical bar
A vertical bar system is the optimal way to perform band attached
station based training drills. A “vertical” versus a horizontal bar
provides multiple heights to connect the band while offering the
adaptability to fit any client regardless of hip height.
Obviously the longer the bar the more available attachment sites,
however, I suggest using a 36 inch fully molded bar that is 1.5 or 2
inches in diameter and does not have any exposed threads or edges.
A handicap bar would be a perfect example of this and can often be
found at medical supply stores.
When installing the vertical bar into a gym or high school setting,
I suggest using a the inch diameter bar that is at least 4 feet in length
and securely anchored into concrete or wall studs at 3 different
levels.

Special note

visual | 2.19 |

A residential band bar rack
installation.

When attaching the vertical bar onto the wall, you must anchor
the bar into concrete or wall joists to maximize bar stability.
Remember this bar could have as much as 500 pounds of pressure
being applied depending on how many bands are attached and
being used.

Band attached training option two: Band utility strap attached training

A simple way to perform band attached training drills without
having to attach a vertical bar is by implementing the band utility
strap (BUS).
The BUS quickly attaches into any door jamb or non-rounded
support structure. Using the BUS eliminates the need to permanently
attach a bar to a wall and provides the freedom to train in multiple
areas of a home or office. Keep in mind this is not as stable of a bar
attached set-up. Therefore, I do not recommend training on this setup with bands that create forces greater than 150 pounds.
Also make sure you review the video on how to attach the BUS
before training.

visual | 2.20 |

A commercial/institutional multiple
band bar rack installation.

Exercise options

• All running or locomotion drills
• All horizontal vector core, upper and lower body
exercises

visual | 2.21 |

A band utility strap in use on a
residential door.
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Training

the body to React
not
just Contract.

3
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S I X PRINCI P L E S O F
P RO G RES S IO N WIT H
R E S I STANCE BAN D
T R A I NING

I

think at this point it is important to discuss training principles
to allow you to better understand how to develop, design, and
progress with resistance band training.
Understanding these simple six principles will provide you the
framework for building your own band workouts.

Principle #1: Active Assisted – Active – Active Resisted

Functionally the body will do what it is capable of doing before
reverting to a compensatory movement option. It is important that
you have regressions for when an individual cannot perform the
active version or body weight version of a particular exercise.
Very often, basic body weight exercises like squatting, lunging,
pushups, and pull-ups cannot be successfully performed actively or
with full body weight. As a result, going to a band assisted version
may be necessary.
The principle of Assisted – Active – Resisted means that an
individual should always be able to perform a body weight exercise
actively before band resistance is applied. When clients cannot
perform a successful active version of a particular body weight
exercise, they should be taken to an assisted version until they are
strong enough to perform the active version without compensation.
Fortunately resistance bands can provide assistance easily to all
body weight exercises.
Body weight exercises like the following can be assisted as well
as resisted with bands.
• Dips
• Push-ups
• Pull-ups
• Lunges
• Squats
• Single leg
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visual | 3.1 |
Assisted dips.

visual | 3.2 |

visual | 3.3 |
Assisted pull-ups.

visual | 3.4 |

visual | 3.5 |

visual | 3.6 |

Assisted squats.
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Assisted push-ups.

Assisted lunges.

Assisted single leg squats.
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Principle #2: Stationary – Mobility – Integrated

visual | 3.7 |

Stationary exercise (standing
row).

One of the safest ways to progress with resistance band training
is using the principle: stationary before mobility before fully
integrated. I first implemented this developmental sequence several
years ago as an effective approach to rehabilitating my physical
therapy patients with bands before successfully implementing it
into the fitness population.

Stationary

A stationary exercise requires only performing the primary
movement without incorporating any secondary movements. The
goal is to maximize stabilization control and decrease the chance
for compensation.
As an example, a stationary standing row would entail only
allowing the upper extremities to be pulling while the lower torso
remains in a fixed slightly flexed position at the hip, knee, and ankle.

Mobility

visual | 3.8 |

Mobility exercise (horizontal pull
into squat pull).

A mobility exercise allows the primary stabilizers to move in
conjunction with the primary working muscles without ground
impact. The goal is to increase dynamic stabilization and multi-joint
activity.
A perfect example of this is progressing a horizontal pull into a
squat pull.

Integrated

An integrated exercise requires the addition of a step action
which not only brings in total body integration but also requires
greater balance, coordination, and the ability to handle ground
reaction forces. The best example of this progress is a squat pull into
a step and pull.
The goal is to teach the body how to handle multiple force vectors
simultaneously.

Recommendations for implementing the integrated progression

visual | 3.9 |

Integrated exercise (squat pull
into step and pull).

Step integration requires optimal deceleration control which
many clients will not be able to produce at first. Make sure to
monitor these types of movements closely for loss of balance or
false stepping.
The step action should feel natural and appear smooth. It should
not appear as two separate movements.
The length of the step will be reflective of the degree of dynamic
stability. Allow clients to progress gradually with step length.
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Not all upper or lower body exercises will have a step integrated
option. The integrated step will significantly increase work output
which may influence how many sets and repetitions can be
performed.
Band resistance levels will directly impact how integrated a client
can be. Therefore, if you wish to implement integrated training, you
will probably need to decrease band resistance at first.
It should be noted that many of your clients will not be able
to utilize the integrated step action with all exercises. There is a
delicate balance that comes with human movement and all the
variables that impact it, and your clients may need to move in and
out of progressions based on how their bodies are responding that
day.

Progression Chart for Principle #2

The following are examples on how to progress using Principle
#2. These exercises are covered in the exercise index.

Exercise

Stationary

Mobility

Integrated

Chest press

Parallel chest press

Squat press

Squat–step and press

Horizontal row

Parallel or staggered stance
Squat or split squat row
row

Squat–step back and row

Vertical press

Parallel stance military
press

Push Press

Jack Press

Horizontal Curl

Staggered stance Curl

Split squat and curl

Step and curl

Overhead triceps press

Staggered stance press

Rotational posterior reach
and press

Step back–step forward
and press

Split squat

Split squat

Reverse lunge

Forward step lunge

Squat

Isometric squat

Reach squat

Lateral step and squat

visual | 3.10 |

Stationary/mobility/integrated
progression chart.
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Principle #3 Multiple Planes of Movement
Most clients function best in the sagittal plane because this is
the plane we utilize the most in our day to day activities. However
when you evaluate joint motion as it relates to function, the frontal
and rotational planes are really the key planes of motion when it
comes to preventing injury and positively increasing power, range
of motion, and strength.
Facts about how planes influence function:
• 95% of all injuries have a rotational plane mechanism
• Rotation is the first movement lost in a joint after
injury and typically the last to return
• A 10% loss of frontal plane motion can cause a 3040% loss in sagittal plane motion in the same joint
• Joint rotation is typically the first plane to be impacted
with age
• Less than 15% of our occupations require us to rotate
or move laterally
• Rotation is how we create maximum power
• Loss of joint rotation is the #1 factor that leads to
joint degeneration
These facts make it very important for fitness professionals
to learn how to progress people into more challenging planes of
motion instead of always staying in the sagittal plane.

Plane Progression Chart

The following chart represents ways to quickly modify an
exercise to impact a different plane of motion.

Exercise

Sagittal

Frontal

Rotational

Lunge

Forward horizontal lunge

Lateral horizontal lunge

Crossover horizontal lunge

Unilateral chest press

Sagittal chest press

Lateral rotational chest
press

Lateral rotational chest
press

Vertical single arm push
press

Single arm military press

Lateral drop step and press

Diagonal push press

Single leg squat

Reverse lunge

Single leg squat with
lateral reach

Crossover reverse lunge

visual | 3.11 |

Plane progression chart.
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Principle #4: Base of Support
Base of support is rarely considered a principle of progression,
but in a training system that focuses exclusively on improving
function, it becomes a key element.
Keep in mind that one of our primary goals is to optimally train
the body to handle gravity, ground reaction forces, and momentum.
These are all directly impacted by our base of support.
Also keep in mind that the role of the core, specifically the lower
abdominals, is to maintain our center of gravity over our base of
support. Therefore, to optimally train the core, base of support
changes must be implemented.
There are multiple ways to tweak base of support. We will
primarily focus on the following 4 base of support options.

visual | 3.12 |

Parallel stance

Parallel stance

A parallel stance in most cases will be the most stable base of
support because it allows us to easily activate the powerful gluteal
muscles in the frontal plane. Specifically this will be the most stable
position for pulling, squatting and vertical lifting.

Staggered stance

Any exercise that requires us to maintain a stable neutral low
back position or center of gravity will typically require a staggered
base of support. The staggered position provides an anteriorposterior stabilizing support that will assist the lower abdominals
with decelerating lumbar spine extension and keeping it dynamically
stable when there is a posterior directed force vector.
Staggered is also a key starting position when the goal is to begin
improving unilateral stability and strength.

visual | 3.13 |

Staggered stance

Unilateral

A unilateral base of support should be used cautiously since
it requires the greatest degree of multi-plane stability. This base
of support best assists individuals who are coming off injury and
are in need of additional unilateral stability. However, using a pure
unilateral base of support will be limited to a select few exercises.

Stepping

A stepping base of support will optimally challenge the body to
deal with ground reaction forces and momentum. This moving base
of support should be the goal with many resistance band exercises.
However, due to the high degree of stability needed, it often is
progressed into sooner than the body is ready.
Make sure to consider stepping as a low level plyometric and

visual | 3.14 |

Unilateral stance
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visual | 3.15 |
Stepping stance.
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monitor closely how much overall ground contact you implement in
each workout.
Understand and make note that each exercise will have an
optimal base of support that will provide the body with the highest
degree of functional stability.
As you proceed through the exercise index, take note of the most
stable base of support to start with on each exercise. However,
realize almost every exercise can incorporate any of the 4 standard
bases of support.
How well a client demonstrates the ability to deal with
momentum, gravity, and ground reaction forces will dictate how
aggressive you manipulate base of support.

Principle #5: Changing Upper Body Movement

How we use the upper extremities as drivers will dictate how
well the core is going to maintain the body’s center of gravity over
its base of support. Changing upper extremity movement patterns
alters how the lower body and trunk stabilize.

Bilateral

Typically the most stable movement and best option to start
beginners with is the bilateral motion. It will create a symmetrical
resistance that will challenge the core in primarily the sagittal plane.

Unilateral

visual | 3.16 |
Bilateral motion.

Unilateral training will increase trunk activation by overloading
the body to one side. Since resistance will typically be less and
because unilateral training requires minimal transition time to
switch sides, it is a simple way to begin circuit based strength
training.

Alternating

Alternating exercises are by far the best way to begin creating
dynamic trunk and hip stabilization while simulating a more
locomotive type response.

Rotational unilateral

visual | 3.17 |
Unilateral motion.

Unilateral rotation is a hybrid movement that is exclusive to
resistance band training due to the ability to apply true horizontal
vector training while training with a very pliable tool.
The key to setting up this upper extremity position will come
from how you position your feet relative to the band attachment. To
effectively create rotation, it will require your base of support to be
perpendicular to the band attachment site.
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Not only will this provide all the effects of unilateral based
training, but it will also provide tremendous benefits to improving
transverse plane joint mobility, stability, and soft tissue flexibility.

Principle #6: Changing Exercise Tempo

One of the unique aspects of elastic resistance is the ability to
quickly change speeds. Resistance bands increase their potential
energy as range of motion increases. This stored energy is
transferred into the muscle structure as a person transitions from
a concentric acceleration into an eccentric deceleration movement.
The velocity of both the concentric and eccentric phases can quickly
be manipulated, which will create varying levels of stabilization
demands.
Three ways to specifically change tempo or velocity are:

visual | 3.18 |

Alternating motion.

Slow Eccentric – Slow Concentric

As you begin to train with bands, following a traditional tempo
of slow eccentric and slow concentric is always the safest option.
This tempo allows for optimal neuromuscular training to occur.

Slow Eccentric - Fast Concentric

To enhance force production or acceleration a slow controlled
eccentric followed by a faster more explosive concentric movement
will increase power output and improve extremity acceleration
time.

Fast Eccentric – Fast Concentric

Probably one of the best ways to increase the body’s ability to
become reactively stable is by doing a fast eccentric movement
followed by as fast as possible concentric movement. The key to
this type of tempo change is to keep the point of transformation
(time it takes to go from an eccentric movement into a concentric
movement) as short as possible. Not only will this increase core
activation, but it will also teach the body how to react quickly and
effectively absorb accelerated momentums.

visual | 3.19 |

Rotating unilateral motion.
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Workout Design Formats

When designing resistance band workouts, the focus is on
building interval based strength and cardiovascular workouts that
use time based sets versus rep based sets. Therefore the formats
used will allow individuals to transition easily from one exercise to
the next regardless the band selection or set-up. The following are
simple design formats I follow when creating effective band only
interval strength workouts.

Format #1: Upper Body Exercise Followed by a Lower Body Exercise

Choose an upper body exercise followed by a lower body
exercise and alternate between these two exercises for a set number
of rounds. This will allow for optimal recovery while facilitating a
full body workout.

Format #2: A Push Exercise Followed by a Pull Exercise

An individual performs an exercise that requires primarily a
pushing action before performing a complimentary pulling exercise.
This not only creates a metabolic based workout but helps prevent
joint and muscle imbalances.

Format #3: Unilateral-Based Workouts

Since many activities of daily living require us to perform
unilaterally based movements, setting up workouts that train one
side at a time is an easy format that requires a great deal more core
activation and stabilization. This type of circuit will also allow for
extremely easy transitions between exercises.

Format #4: Strength Exercise Followed by a Cardio or Core Exercise

Implementing a strength-cardio format will begin to impact
different energy systems. Effectively using this format will probably
require a band attached station or a partner based set-up.

Format #5: Multi-exercise Complex Training

A complex is the uninterrupted performance of two or more
exercises for a similar time period or number of reps using the
same training implement (in this case bands). It is important when
performing a complex that each exercise is performed back to back
with minimal time needed for transitions. The load (in this case
the band) should not be unloaded except to adjust hands or base
of support. This format will typically require a higher band training
knowledge and would be implemented on a progressive basis. There
are four ways to progress with band complexes
1. Increasing the number of exercises within the complex.
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Every additional exercise that is added creates additional
time under tension.

2. Increasing work density by increasing set time or reps
while taking less recovery time are all way to impact this
aspect of training. With band training increasing time
versus reps is typically easier for fitness based clients to
adjust to.

3. Increasing the load by using a stronger band is easy to do;
however, this can also be increased by simply increasing
the initial starting tension.
4. Incorporating mobility or integration. Adding a step or a
lunge immediately increases total body effort and work
output.

When setting up band complexes there are few things to keep in
mind that will make the complex safer and more successful.
1. Always choose a load that fits the weakest movement
2. Place your weakest movement first in the complex
sequence

3. Plan out the movements to make transitions easy.
Band complexes typically work best with attached or
unattached independent stations rather than attached
partner training.

4. Any locomotion exercise should be placed first due to the
explosiveness and higher degree of coordination needed
to successfully complete

For this Certification I recommend using a succession complex
format which will require completion of each exercise as prescribed
before moving on to the next movement. Transition time is only the
time it requires to go from 1 exercise to the next. I recommend using
a continuous two minute timed set for this type of band complex
training.

Format #6: Metabolic Circuits

This format incorporates 3 to 10 exercises and allows for a
transition time of at least 5 seconds or more. The circuit format
provides time to change bands resistance, band set ups or band
attachment sites if need be.

For this certification
I recommend
using a succession
complex format
which will require
completion of
each exercise as
prescribed before
moving on to the
next movement.
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Format #7: Segment Specific Workouts
Segment specific workouts are designed to increase metabolic
work load to a specific muscle region. This follows a more
traditional bodybuilding format and should be monitored closely to
avoid soft tissue trauma as a result of overuse training. This is not
a recommended format for clients or fitness professionals who are
just starting to implement resistance band training but is rather an
advanced training format used to target problem areas or deficits.

Determining Sets and Reps

As previously noted, quantifying the exact resistance being used
is difficult when training with bands. Therefore when designing
your training variables, it is recommended to use time based sets
instead of rep based sets.
This will provide several advantages:
1. Does not segregate a group or individual as a result of
strength differences. Everyone finishes at the same time.
2. Simplifies individual progression of exercises from both a
work load and advanced exercise standpoint.
3. Allows an instructor to focus on teaching, not counting

4. Workouts are easier to design and implement for large
groups

If quantified results are important, hold periodical time based
tests for max repetitions using resistance bands. Once completed,
the client records reps and band resistance used. Note that it will be
difficult to quantify band stretch tension on subsequent tests.
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the body will do what it is capable of doing
before reverting to a compensatory
movement option. It is important that you have
regressions for when an individual cannot
perform the active version or body weight
version of a particular exercise.
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Resistance
Bands

are one of best accommodating dynamic
stretching tools that will effectively maintain
and enhance mobility in the wrists, shoulders,
hips, and ankles.

4
chapter 4 | dynamic stretching & mobilization

DYNAMIC STRETCHING
& MOBILIZATION
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W H Y ARE WE T IG H T
AN D HOW C AN BAN D S
C O RRECT TH IS P RO BL E M ?

B

ecause movement is complex, attempting to identify why soft
tissues become restricted can be challenging. Unfortunately,
stretching is not always the answer and at times can be
contradictory to improving mobility.
It is important to keep in mind that muscles are not just attached
to a tendon but can be influenced by nerve, fascia, and ligaments as
well. Even though they are characterized as soft tissues, how they
respond to stretching will be significantly different.
There are four distinct scenarios that can result in soft tissue
inflexibility and stiffness which lead to loss of joint range of motion
and poor movement.

Scenario #1: Structural Tightness

With structurally inflexibility, the muscle is simply stiff and lacks
passive elasticity. This type of inflexibility responds best to dynamic
repetitive resistance band stretching. Band stretching incorporates
an accommodating passive overpressure in conjunction with an
active contract-relax lengthening approach which creates an optimal
lengthening stimulus for the restricted soft tissue structures.
The key to using a band on this type of restriction is to make
sure individuals are not using too strong of a band that causes
muscles to contract and inhibit the stretch versus allowing a gradual
lengthening to occur.

Recommendation

The recommendation for addressing this type of restriction is
to begin with a red small band until individuals start to overstretch
it. As clients increase band strength, they will be receiving a greater
overpressure stretch which will continue to challenge and improve
passive lengthening. Therefore it is important to gradually increase
to a stronger band as stretching tolerance and strength to manage
stronger bands improves.

Scenario #2: Neurotension Tightness

Neurotension restrictions occur as a result of the nerve tissue
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actually being restricted. This type of inflexibility is very prevalent
and often is confused with structural tightness. However, if
treated with aggressive stretching, this deficit will quickly become
aggravated and potentially worsen, which is often why traditional
stretching done over a few weeks is non-productive.
This is one of the reasons it is very important to monitor progress
early on with band stretching.

Recommendation

The recommendation is to use a red small band and perform
rhythmical movements in and out of the restricted barrier. Clients
should sense a mild stretch at first before increasing the stretch
sensation to a moderate level after two to three band stretching
sessions. If clients sense any increased irritation or loss of range of
motion over a two week period, they should decrease band stretching
aggressiveness or completely discontinue band stretching for 48
hours before resuming at a decreased intensity.

Scenario #3: Poor Neuromuscular Control, Balance and Stabilization

Lack of neuromuscular control (coordination) and core
stabilization can lead to poor active lengthening. If individuals are
not able to stabilize and maintain their centers of gravity over their
bases of support (definition of balance), their willingness to reach,
lunge, squat, or walk with larger amplitudes of movement will be
reflexively limited. Over time, this lack of active lengthening or
disuse will lead to chronic structural tightness.
We know that accelerated movements like sprinting, throwing, or
swinging produce increased momentum that requires greater active
lengthening and higher levels of dynamic balance. If the body lacks
the neuromuscular ability to optimally control these momentums,
individuals will slow down to avoid potential injury from going too
far into an uncontrolled range of motion. This means an athlete’s
ability to be explosive and fast is going to be limited. This is very
often the scenario that occurs in young middle school athletes as
their bodies begin to go through extreme growth.

Recommendation

Using the aggressive overpressure technique discussed in
scenario #1 will only create a greater level of instability since it is the
soft tissue restriction that is probably assisting with stabilization.
Therefore, lessening the restriction through aggressive stretching
will ultimately leave the body in a more unstable state.
Instead, perform one or two stretches that target the greatest
areas of restriction and then follow that up by performing active

If the body lacks
the neuromuscular
ability to
optimally control
momentum, the
individual will
slow down to
avoid potential
injury from going
too far into an
uncontrolled range
of motion.
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assisted lunge-reach training (demonstrated in the Flexibility and
Mobility DVD). Use a red small band for the passive overpressure
stretching initially and a black or purple band for the assisted lungereach training.
Performing this warm-up sequence will allow the body to learn
how to control the new length gained after the band stretching.

Scenario #4: Myofascial Barriers

Myofascial tightness can also create inflexibility. The fascial
covering that surrounds all muscles can become restricted and limit
access to lengthening out the underlying muscle structures. Due
to its crisscross configuration, fascia does not respond to dynamic
lengthening but rather responds more effectively to compression
and self massage techniques.
This form of inflexibility will prevent structural and neurotension
types of inflexibility from improving. Therefore the recommendation
is to perform self massage using foam rolls or tennis balls to break
down the fascial restrictions first and then proceed with traditional
band stretching.
If this approach does not show improvement after two weeks,
the second recommendation is to perform only foam rolling in
conjunction with an active lunge-reach band assisted warm-up for
two weeks or until 90% of self massage pain is gone. At that point,
resume passive overpressure band stretching using a red band
before progressing with a more aggressive band.

How to Implement Band
Flexibility Training

When implementing a band flexibility program, keep it simple
and short. In other words, keep actual stretches to no more than
threeand avoid frequent changes in hand placement. Also keep
movement amplitude short and have clients focus on learning how
to move in and out of their restrictions by using short amplitude
movements.
Use the following progression to ultimately implement the entire
stretching program.

Level 1 Beginner Stretches
Three Way Hamstring Middle – Medial – Lateral

Note that there is no re-grasping of the band during this phase.
Simply work on redirecting where the leg is pressing relative to the
body’s center of gravity and focus on straightening the knee while
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visual | 4.1 |

Hamstring middle stretch.

visual | 4.2 |

Hamstring lateral stretch.

visual | 4.3 |

Hamstring medial stretch.
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pressing through the heel.

Level 2 Hip and Ankle Movements
• Add in Ankle Dorsiflexion – Eversion - Achilles
• Add in Behind the neck variations with a lockout of
opposite arm for progression of medial and lateral
hamstring

Positioning of Band

The band should be wrapped and locked around the “ball” of the
foot not the “arch”. This will create a better lever arm which will

visual | 4.4 |

Ankle dorsiflexion stretch.
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visual | 4.5 |

Ankle eversion stretch.

visual | 4.6 |
Achilles stretch.
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allow for greater force production for ankle mobilization.

Hip Stretching Set-up

1. Place the band around the arch of the foot and wrap the
band around the foot one additional time to securely
attach the band. It is very important to make sure the
band is on the arch, not the ball of the foot to avoid the
band possibly slipping off during the stretching routine.
2. Take the non-stretching leg and place the foot vertically
against the wall or stable structure with the knee as flat
as possible on the floor.

3. Place the band around the back of the neck and extend
out the arm as you pull the opposite elbow to the floor
while keep knee and hip comfortably flexed.
4. Elbows should remain on the floor and arm extended
during the stretching routine so band tension remains
consistent.

visual | 4.7 |
Medial hip stretch.
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visual | 4.8 |
Lateral hip stretch.
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Level 3 Hip and Ankle
• Continue Level 2 stretching
• Add in Hip rotation

Hip Rotation Stretch

Using the band more as a pulling strap, position the stretch side
foot in high position relative to the chest. Gently pull the left foot/
ankle towards the right shoulder while allowing the knee to flex and
hip to rotate. Work on bringing the foot towards the right shoulder
not down towards the right hip.
Individuals should feel a strong stretch into the left buttock/
lateral hip region. It is very important to keep the non-stretched
foot firmly against the wall to avoid the knee and hip from going into
slight flexion.

visual | 4.9 |

Hip rotation stretch starting
position.
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visual | 4.10 |

Hip rotation stretch stretching
position.
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Level 4 Hip and Ankle

Band set-up

•
•
•
•

Continue Level 3
Add in Hip Flexor – Quad Stretching
Opposite Side Variation
Same Side Variation

Once on the right side, place the right foot against the wall with
the right knee and hip both flexed at about 90 degrees or more.
Individuals should be able to easily see their right foot and knee as
they look down. It’s important to keep the foot in contact with the
wall during the stretch (this is not shown in pictures below).
Make sure the upper torso is perpendicular to the wall while the
left leg rests with the band still attached securely to the foot.
Now lock the elbows straight by extending the arms directly over
the head. The arms should remain in this position during the entire
stretching routine. To activate the abdominals to stabilize the low
back, the arms should be actively pressing overhead while the left
leg is pressing backwards into hip extension.
Now with the arms locked overhead and the right foot firmly on
the wall for support, press the left foot back. We encourage letting
the knee straighten and the hip extend at first to get more hip flexor
and less quadriceps stretch. Keeping the knee flexed will stretch
more of the quadriceps and initially create knee cap pressure.

visual | 4.11 |

Traditional hip flexor/quadricep
stretch: Starting position.

visual | 4.12 |

Traditional hip flexor/quadricep
stretch: Stretch position.
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Quadriceps Modified Stretch
Lying on the stretched side with the left arm performing a similar
action, allow the right arm to gradually reach back attempting to
touch the floor. This reaching of the right arm will create a top-down
stretch of the quadriceps as long as the band remains tight.
This modification also keeps the low back more stable and less
likely to compensate.

visual | 4.13 |

Quadriceps modified stretch:
Start position using same side.

visual | 4.14 |

Quadriceps modified stretch:
Stretch position using same side.
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Additional Stretching Options
Dynamic Shoulder Stretching

The dynamic shoulder stretching will be incorporated when
I recognize a need for greater upper torso mobility through the
shoulder and thoracic spine. I recommend using a red or black
band so clients can relax the shoulder being distracted and avoid
trying to pull back against the band.
It is very important that the shoulder stretching be performed
in a weight bearing posture, allowing the distracted arm to remain
in stationary position while the rest of the body pivots or moves
around it. Therefore, it is recommended to use additional supports
to improve balance and base of support.
Note: All shoulder stretching options are demonstrated on the DVD

visual | 4.15 |

Dynamic shoulder stretching.
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visual | 4.16 |

Dynamic shoulder stretching.

visual | 4.17 |

Dynamic shoulder stretching.
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visual | 4.18 |

Dynamic shoulder stretching.
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Active Assisted Lunge Reach
The active-assisted lunge reach series can be used as noted
above or as a simple dynamic warm-up done prior to the workout
beginning. This series of stretches will help improve dynamic balance,
coordination, ground reaction control, and movement integration.
For that reason, it should be performed by all age groups.

visual | 4.19 |

Frontal lunge transverse reach.
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visual | 4.20 |

Saggital lunge with saggital
reach.

visual | 4.21 |

Crossover lunge with saggital
reach.
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visual | 4.22 |

Saggital lunge with frontal reach.
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to start training
YOURSELF to
Get BETTER with BANDS!

5
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Filling Up the
Toolbox

EXERCISE INDEX

chapter
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H OW TO US E T H E
R E SI STANC E B AN D
EXE RCISE IN D E X

T

he exercise index is designed to function in two roles:

Role #1 is to provide you a static visual learning tool that
will compliment the videos. It will provide an effective teaching
format to assist with learning the Level I exercises while providing
you enough guidance to create additional progressions based on the
principles discussed earlier in the manual.
Role #2 is to function as a quick reference guide to assist you
when building your own resistance band workouts or reviewing the
“Done-for-You” workouts we provide in the appendix.
Understand that the exercise index will not provide you every
possible exercise variation or progression due to the unlimited
options resistance bands create. Instead, the goal is to help you
develop a clear understanding of how to perform the key exercises
as well as be able to successfully teach and train your clients these
same exercises.
It is expected that once you have watched the instructional
videos, review the exercises in the exercise index, and physically
attempt the exercises that you should be able to safely and effectively
instruct others how to perform and progress each exercise.

Time to start training
YOURSELF To Get BETTER with
BANDS!
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Trunk Activation

Functionally all movement is integrated through the lumbopelvic-hip (LPH) complex. Therefore it is the obvious place to begin
our band exercise instruction. Without a stable LPH complex, taking
functional movement skills to a new level becomes very difficult.
The role of the abdominals (specifically the lower abdominals)
is to maintain the body’s center of gravity over its base of support.
Therefore our goal in this first exercise section is to train the
trunk and hip to become effective static and dynamic stabilizers of
the lumbar spine and the body’s center of gravity. All joints have
an available range of motion, but when it comes to the lumbar
spine, the lower abdominals’ primary role is to prevent excessive
motion by dynamically decelerating the joints of the lumbar spine.
Anatomically we will focus in on the Lumbo-sacral (LS) junction
(Lumbar level 5 and Sacral Level1) as our focal point for our center
of gravity while our base of support will simply be where our body
contacts the ground.
Our general goal will be to start by training our trunk in a
very safe and stable base of support before moving into a more
functionally based standing position. We will start with stationary
based training before adding in mobility.
Special Note: The Active version of each exercise will not be
shown but should be recognized as a progression between assisted
and resisted.

Without a stable
lumbo-pelvichip complex,
taking functional
movement skills
to a new level
becomes very
difficult.
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Abdominal Training
Stationary Assisted Pillar Series
Front Pillar

visual | 5.1 |

Front pillar, push-up position.

visual | 5.2 |

Front pillar, elbows position.
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Side Pillar Progression

visual | 5.3 |
Level 1: Bent knee.

visual | 5.4 |

Level 2: Split stance.

visual | 5.5 |
Level 3: Stacked.
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Back Pillar

visual | 5.6 |

Level 1: Bilateral Back Pillar.

visual | 5.7 |

Level 2: Unilateral Back Pillar.
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Stationary Resisted Pillar Series

visual | 5.8 |

Forearm Front Pillar.

visual | 5.9 |

Extended Front Pillar.
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Stationary Resisted Pillar Series (continued)

visual | 5.10 |

Side Pillar (Bent Knee).

visual | 5.11 |
Side Pillar (Stacked).
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visual | 5.12 |
Back Pillar.

Remember the goal is to eliminate band assistance and progress
to an unassisted followed by a resisted level as soon as possible.
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Band Resisted Pillar with Mobility

visual | 5.13 |

Mountain Climber. Focus is on
eliminating any movement at the
LS junction.

visual | 5.14a & b |

Sidelying Resisted Pillar Mobility Variations. Static (left) and toe tapping
(right). On all pillar mobility exercises, the inferior hip should not migrate
downward as mobility is added.
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visual | 5.15a & b |

Sidelying Resisted Pillar Mobility Variations. Knee to chest (left) and elevated
top leg (right). On all pillar mobility exercises, the inferior hip should not
migrate downward as mobility is added.

Back Pillar Knee to Chest
Focus is on making sure body remains in a straight line and hips
do not migrate down as the hip and knee are brought into flexion.

Other mobility options not shown:
1. Performing simple hip thrusts inferior to superior
2. Simple lateral pelvic shifts right and left

visual | 5.16a & b |

Sidelying Back Pillar Knee To Chest start
(left) and finish (right)
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Stationary Standing Pillar Training
Using a parallel or staggered stance in each of these positions
will challenge the abdominals and hips to actively stabilize. The key
is to make sure the trunk and pelvis remain centrally positioned
over the feet.

visual | 5.17 |

visual | 5.19 |

Parallel Sagittal Pillar.

Staggered Frontal Pillar.

visual | 5.18 |

Staggered Sagittal Pillar.
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visual | 5.22 |

Parallel Transverse Pillar.

visual | 5.21 |

Staggered Transverse Pillar.

visual | 5.20 |
Parallel Frontal Pillar.

visual | 5.23 |
Staggered Back Pillar.
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Adjusting the Lever arm for Pillar Training
Where the resistance is placed relative to an individual’s center
or gravity will dictate how active the person’s trunk stabilizers
will be. Extending the arms out away from the body will require
significantly more trunk activation than if the arms were kept in
close to the body.
Also, standing pillar strength will require secondary stabilization
from the scapular stabilizers which for some individuals will fatigue
sooner than the trunk stabilizers. To adjust for either poor trunk
or scapular stabilization, place the hands closer to the body, bring
them in towards the chest, or bring them closer to the top of the
head as shown here.

visual | 5.24a, b, & c |
Adjusting the lever arm can
dramatically alter the intensity and
target of the training stimulus.
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Standing Mobility Pillars
Adding mobility as a driver to standing pillar training can
be done either from the top down or bottom up. Another way to
interpret this is that mobility will require upper torso movement or
lower torso movement.

Top–Down Driver Example

Perform simple rhythmical oscillation with arms in a circular, side
to side, or forward and backward motion. These small amplitude
movements should be done as quickly as possible with no change in
base of support. Arms will extend out based on scapular strength
while remaining overhead or in front of the body at all times.

Bottom–Up Driver Example

While, keeping your arms fully extended overhead or in front of
the body, perform squats, split squats, or rhythmical weight shifting
without letting the arms come out of their extended position. If
using the weight shifting motion, focus on maintaining light ground
contact and keep space between the foot and floor less than 1 inch.

visual | 5.25a, b, & c |
Standing Mobility Pillars.
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Integrated Impact Pillar Training
Integrated pillar training requires a stepping action to be
incorporated into the exercise while maintaining a long lever arm
position of the upper extremities. The goal of integrated impact
pillar training is to train the trunk to dynamically stabilize while
the body is being asked to perform short amplitude locomotion
or stepping which will increase momentum and introduce ground
reaction forces.
The step can be a backward, lateral, or drop step. While
performing this single step action, the arms should be maintained
at a fully extended position either overhead or in front of the body.

visual | 5.26a & b |

Integrated Impact Pillar Training:
Back step. Start position (left), finish
position (right).
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visual | 5.27a & b |

Integrated Impact Pillar Training:
Lateral step. Start position (above),
finish position (right).
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Hip Activation

Stationary Hip Stabilization Drills
Stationary and Mobility Bench Pillar Options
Make sure the dynamic stabilizer band is just above knees. Press
out against the band while lifting the toes up and pressing into the
ground through the heels. To prevent band slipping, keep thigh
pressure against the band throughout the exercise.

visual | 5.28a & b |

Hip stabilization drills: Stationary
(left), mobility bench (below).
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Standing Hip Mobility Drills with Dynamic Stabilizer
Reach Squat
This is an effective way to teach hip activation while performing
a key functional movement. Anterior reach will drive an optimal
upper torso posture from the top down while the band and squat
motion will drive hip stability from the bottom up.

visual | 5.29 |

Reach squat.
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Single Leg Balance Reach
Make sure the back foot lightly taps the ground while the hands
reach out as far as possible. I recommend lightly touching something
with the hands as well to create good balance and loading of the
weight bearing hip.

visual | 5.30a & b |

Single leg balance reach: Start (left);
finish (below).
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Single Leg Balance Toe Taps
Feel free to tap the non-weight bearing foot in any direction as
long as the upper torso remains centered over the weight bearing
foot.

visual | 5.31 |

Single leg balance toe taps.
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Integrated Hip Stabilization Drills
Lateral Walk
Always maintain at least 12 inches of space between feet to
ensure consistent gluteal activation and prevent the band from
migrating.

visual | 5.32 |
Lateral walk.

visual | 5.33 |
High knee step over.

High Knee Step Over
The upper torso should not migrate significantly in the frontal
plane while the non-weight bearing foot is aggressively raised
to knee level. Imagine stepping over a 12 inch mini hurdle when
performing this drill.
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Lateral Shuffle
Keys for this exercise remain similar with the feet always kept at
least 12 inches apart. However a second key to this drill is making
sure the lead foot moves as fast as possible while performing 3 to 6
inch lateral steps. Quickness, not length, will activate the hip more
effectively.

visual | 5.34 |
Lateral shuffle.
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Micro Band Hip Stabilization Options
Hooked Over the Knees
The micro band can replace the dynamic stabilizer but will
require having to maintain a wider base of support to maintain
optimal band tension.

visual | 5.35 |

Micro band over the knees.

visual | 5.36 |
Micro band figure 8.

Figure 8 Set-Up
Designed to be less aggressive than the dynamic stabilizer or
double micro band, the figure 8 will work best on individuals with
very weak gluteus medius hip stabilization. Make sure to instruct
clients to pick up their feet and avoid dragging their feet against
the ground which will ultimately tear the band.
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Double Band
By far the fastest way to work hip stabilization is a double band
set up. Keeping hands on hips increases the awareness of shoulder
position relative to the center of gravity. Avoid dragging feet and
allowing shoulders to move laterally when picking up lead foot to
step laterally.

visual | 5.37 |
Double band.
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Scapular Activation

The scapula is a floating bone that links the shoulder joint to the
LPH complex. It is not what is primarily thought of as being part of
the core, but it is definitely what allows us to stabilize the arm onto
the trunk. What the pelvis is to the hip joint, the scapula is to the
shoulder joint. As a result, it becomes a key entity when discussing
core stabilization as it relates to the shoulder joint.

Scapular Stabilization Stationary and Mobility Drills
Pushup Plus Holds (Stationary)

Make sure to apply pressure through the band by
pressing the scapula into the band.

Push up Plus (Mobility)

Allow the scapula to relax before pressing back up
into the band, locking the scapula onto the ribcage.

Horizontal Lockout (Stationary)

visual | 5.38 |
Push up Plus.

visual | 5.39 |
Horizontal lock out.

Maintain a fully extended position with band
pressure through the palms while pushing the scapula
into the band.

Rhythmic Stabilization (Mobility)

Maintain constant pressure on the band through the palms while
performing short amplitude oscillating type movements up and
down, side to side, or in a circular fashion. Use both a staggered or
parallel stance.

True dynamic stabilization of the scapula occurs most effectively
when the gluteal muscles
are
simultaneously
activated. A band pull
apart is the perfect
exercise to facilitate both
to occur. Often individuals
will notice the scapula
opposite the hip that is in
extension will reactively
retract and downwardly
rotate better than its
contralateral
partner.
So be sure to always
alternate
your
split
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stance positions to effectively activate each scapula independently.
Also note that the pull apart action does not have to follow a
straight horizontal vector but can be taken into diagonal or overhead
vectors as well.
*** If using an orange band, make sure to use both bands and not
just one side to avoid overstretching the band ***

Staggered or Parallel Stance Pull Apart
Upon pulling the band apart, make sure the scapular region is
fully retracted. This often entails the band touching the chest or the
top of the head.

Split Squat Pull Apart

Pulling apart as you split squat will better facilitate the scapular
muscles.

visual | 5.40 |

Parallel stance pull apart.

visual | 5.41 |
Split squat pull apart.
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Integrated Scapular Stabilization
Ground reaction forces cause the trunk and scapula to activate.
With integrated scapular stabilization, the key is to add a step lunge
or step down to bring in the ground reaction component.

Lunge Pull Apart

Adding trunk rotation with the pull apart simply reinforces same
side scapular stabilization.

visual | 5.42a & b |

Lunge pull apart. Start (left); finish
(above).
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the goal is to eliminate
band assistance and progress
to an unassisted followed
by a resisted level as soon as possible.
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Band attachment

free training is without a doubt
the fastest and most convenient
way to train clients with
resistance bands.

6
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Any Where –
Any Time –
Any Way –
Any Body –
Any Intensity –

BAND ATTACHMENT
FREE STRENGTH
TRAINING

chapter
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B A N D ATTACH M E N T F R E E
S TRENGTH TR AIN IN G

B

and attachment free training is without a doubt the fastest
and most convenient way to train clients with resistance
bands. Attachment free training allows individuals to train
anywhere with nearly unlimited resistance and not have to incur
the struggles of having to transport a lot of heavy equipment.
The following attachment free exercises are the key exercises
individuals want to master before creating hybrid versions. As you
watch the video make sure you take note of hand positions, bases
of support, and cues. Pause the video and practice the exercises to
optimize your learning. This, along with learning how to transition
from exercise to exercises, is the key to successful resistance band
training.
To make learning more efficient, we have placed the exercises in
sequence with the video. I do not picture all of the hybrid versions
of the basic exercise even though I will mention some of these in the
video. Feel free to make note of these next to the primary exercise
listed below. However, please keep in mind that the goal in this
level I certification is to provide you with the most client friendly,
successful band exercises and not overwhelm you with multiple
hybrid versions.

Special note about standing on band

A band is an elastic structure that can easily be torn if
individuals compress and grind it against the ground. When using
this attachment free set-up that require individuals to stand on the
band, please note these important recommendations.
1. Keep the band around the in-step or arch of the foot.
2.

visual | 6.1a & b |

Use caution when standing on a
resistance band to avoid breakage.

Any repositioning or stepping action performed while
standing on a band must be done by picking the feet up
and not dragging them across the surface. Dragging the
feet will result in the band being sheared off.

3. When performing a stepping action, the weight should be
distributed onto the ball of the foot with the heel being
slightly raised. This will allow for band clearance and
avoid it from being compressed into the surface.
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4. If using an orange band with this set-up, understand that
the orange band is only 1/16th inch thick and will easily
tear if the above precautions are not taken. Make sure
you properly educate your clients to avoid band breakage
during a training session.

Upper Torso
High Pull

Make sure the band is not overstretched between the feet. To
increase resistance, loosen the band between the feet to increase
tension between the hands and feet.

Alternative Hand Hold for High Pulls

This will place the band pressure on the wrist and decrease the
need for an aggressive grasping of the band.

visual | 6.2a & b |

High pull start and finish positions.

visual | 6.3a & b |

High pull alternate hand position.
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Push Press
A slight push apart at the top will set the scapula and decrease
the potential for rotator cuff impingement. Again, make sure the
band is not overstretched between the feet.

visual | 6.4a & b |

Push press finish and start positions.
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Hammer Curl
Squeeze your elbows together as palms rotate out to create a
greater activation of the primary muscles and scapular stabilizers.
Minimal movement should occur through the lower torso with the
knees and hips slightly flexed.

visual | 6.5a & b |

Hammer curl start and finish
positions.
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Incline Press
Make sure the back heel remains close to the floor surface to
avoid the band slipping off the arch of the foot.

visual | 6.6a & b |
Incline press finish and start
positions.
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Behind the Neck Military Press
Individuals should not experience any level of shoulder pain but
will note an aggressive stretch through the chest region.

visual | 6.7a & b |

Behind the neck military press start
and finish positions.
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Overhead Triceps Press
The band should not touch the back of the head or mid back
region when pressed over head. Keep eyes and head up while trying
to avoid looking downward.

visual | 6.8a & b |

Overhead triceps press finish and
start positions.
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Lawnmower (Sagittal)
Maintain slight flexion in the hip with weight bearing through
the front foot.

visual | 6.9a & b |

Lawnmower pull (saggital) start and
finish positions.
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Lawnmower (Rotational)
Make sure the pulling action follows the frontal plane until the
final few degrees at the end of the exercise when rotation will occur.

visual | 6.10a & b |

Lawnmower pull (rotational) finish and
start positions.
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Bentover Row
This is a pulling exercise that allows individuals to maintain a
more upright position that will protect the low back.

visual | 6.11a & b |

Bent over row start and finish
positions.
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Seated Rowing
Keep the opposite knee flexed to take pressure off the low back
and allow the lumbar spine to remain in neutral.

visual | 6.12a & b |

Seated row finish and start positions.
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Squat Press
Hands should start at shoulder width to avoid being too narrow
and not allow a good scapular lockout.

visual | 6.13a, b, & c |

Squat press start, middle, and finish
positions.
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Resisted Push up
Band can be placed on low back or scapula region based on which
area needs greater stabilization emphasis.

visual | 6.14a & b |

Resisted push up finish and start
positions.
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Lower Torso
Front Squat
Make sure band is not positioned too far down onto the humerus
and that elbows remain high as you go into a squat.

visual | 6.15a & b |

Front squat start and finish positions.
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Split Squat
Keep the elbows high to maintain a strong posture and create
better hip activation.

visual | 6.16a & b |

Split squat finish and start positions.
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Reverse Lunge
Keep elbows high while reaching back with the non-band leg and
keep your weight on the front heel.

visual | 6.17a & b |

Reverse lunge start and finish
positions.
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Reverse Crossover Lunge
Note that your front foot, shoulders, and nose all stay in
alignment.

visual | 6.18a & b |

Reverse crossover lunge finish and
start positions.
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Good Morning
Note the band position on the shoulders is slightly positioned
forward onto the upper arm region.

visual | 6.19a & b |

Good morning start and finish
positions.
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Overhead Squat
Hands should remain behind the head as the squat is performed.

visual | 6.20a & b |
Overhead squat finish and start
positions.
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Deadlift
The key is to maintain a neutral low back while grasping the band
low enough so there is tension through the full range of motion.

visual | 6.21a & b |

Deadlift start and finish positions.
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Straight Leg Deadlift
Grasp the band low enough so the tension of the band pulls you
down, activating the hamstrings and gluteals.

visual | 6.22a & b |

Straight leg deadlift finish and start
positions.
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Single leg Deadlift
Band should be placed around arch of foot.

visual | 6.23a & b |

Single leg deadlift start and finish
positions.
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1 Band – 2 Handles Exercises
A single band with handles is an advanced training set up
due to the initial resistance being used. In this case the band is
doubled which will double the start distance resistance. It is not
recommended to use a 1/16 inch thick orange band for this drill
due to the increased tension and the holding positions used. Even
though it is not overstretching the band, it is likely the orange band
will not be able to hold up under those tensions for an extended
period of time. As a result, the red band would be the smallest band
to work with and will require strength levels to begin at 30 pounds
or more.

Bicep Curl (Parallel)

This can also be performed having only one foot standing on the
band which will decrease starting resistance.

visual | 6.24a & b |

Bicep curl (parallel) finish and start
positions.
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Bicep Curl (Staggered)

visual | 6.25a & b |

Bicep curl (staggered) start and finish
positions.
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Kneeling Military Press
Make sure to pad weight bearing knee if needed.

visual | 6.26a & b |

Kneeling military press finish and start
positions.
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Kneeling Incline Press

visual | 6.27a & b |

Kneeling incline press start and finish
positions.
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Kneeling Overhead Triceps Press

visual | 6.28a & b |

Kneeling overhead triceps press
finish and start positions.
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Split Squat

visual | 6.29a & b |

Split squat start and finish positions.
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Reverse Lunge

visual | 6.30a & b |
Reverse lunge finish and start
positions.
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Reach Squat
Initate the movement by pressing the hips back into the bands
while reaching with fully extended arms to effectively engage mid
back and scapular musculature.

visual | 6.31a & b |

Reach squat start and finish
positions.
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Crossover Set-up Exercises
Single Leg Bench Squat
Make sure to place band on the outer 1/3rd of the shoulder and
review how to transition from one leg to the other.

visual | 6.32a & b |

Single leg bench squat finish and
start positions.
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Split Squat
Make sure to review transition with this exercise. Also reinforce
importance of keeping shoulders back and pressure firm on front
heel.

visual | 6.33a & b |

Split squat start and finish positions.
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Not only

does horizontal vector band
training develop the primary
pulling or pushing musculature,
but it also functionally develops
the hip and trunk musculature
in all planes of motion,
including the often missed
frontal and transverse planes.

7
chapter 7 | band attached strength training

Dealing
with
Horizontal

BAND ATTACHED
STRENGTH TRAINING
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B A N D ATTACH E D
S TRENGTH TR AIN IN G
Upper Body Attached
Exercises

T
Horizontal vector
training is unique
to resistance band
training because
of the ability of
the band to be
independent of
gravity.

he only issue with band attached training is that there must
be a secure, stable place to attach the band which can limit
training location options. The band utility strap eliminates
most issues that come with finding a stable structure to attach to.
As in the previous section, I provide you with the most effective
starting exercise as it relates to client success. Realize that by
tweaking base of support or the upper torso movement pattern,
band training exercise options multiply quickly. Just make sure that
initial mastery of the primary movement occurs before attempting
the numerous hybrid versions.
Horizontal vector training is unique to resistance band training
because of the ability of the band to be independent of gravity. It
will become very apparent as you are performing many of the band
attached exercises that the key to successfully performing these
total kinetic chain exercises will be the role of the hip and trunk
as dynamic stabilizers. Without trunk and hip stabilization, the
primary muscles cannot perform effectively.
Not only does horizontal vector band training develop the
primary pulling or pushing musculature, but it also functionally
develops the hip and trunk musculature in all planes of motion,
including the often missed frontal and transverse planes.
While performing any of the following exercises, keep in
mind that you will have the option of performing alternating and
unilateral upper torso movement patterns in either a staggered or
parallel base of support.
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Upper Torso Training
Horizontal Chest Press (Staggered)

The key to successfully performing this exercise will be the
ability of the lower abdominals to dynamic stabilize the lumbar
spine and avoid lumbar extension or “buckling” as forward pushing
is initiated.

visual | 7.1a & b |
Horizontal chest press
(staggered) start and finish
positions.

Horizontal Chest Press (Parallel)

visual | 7.2a & b |

Horizontal chest press (parallel)
start and finish positions.
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Horizontal Row (Parallel)
The key to successfully performing this exercise will be the
ability of the gluteal muscles to stabilize the hip as the foot pushes
into the ground. As a result the parallel stance may be a more stable
base of support from which to initially learn this exercise.

visual | 7.3a & b |

Horizontal row (parallel) finish
and start positions.

Horizontal Row (Staggered)

visual | 7.4a & b |

Horizontal row (staggered)
finish and start positions.
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Bent over Horizontal Press
Positioning and stabilizing the upper body parallel to the ground
will be the key to this exercise. Also pressing slightly upward to
clear the shoulders of the band will prevent the band from rubbing
on the posterior aspect of the shoulder and upper arms. This is a
very challenging exercise from a stabilization standpoint and will
require optimal eccentric control.

visual | 7.5a & b |

Bent over horizontal press start
and finish positions.

Bent over Horizontal Row
Maintain the upper torso as parallel with the floor as possible to
ensure effective scapular activation and retraction.

visual | 7.6a & b |
Bent over horizontal row start
and finish positions.
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Horizontal Curl
Two key potential issues with this exercise are not performing
full elbow extension prior to the pulling phase and not keeping the
elbows posterior to the upper torso during the forward pulling
action.

visual | 7.7a & b |

Horizontal curl finish and start
positions.

Horizontal Triceps Press
Maintaining a tall posture is the key to keeping the trunk
activated and making this as much of a triceps dominant exercise
as a trunk stabilization exercise. A staggered versus parallel stance
is recommended if lumbar spine hyperextension is frequently
occurring.

visual | 7.8a & b |

Horizontal triceps press finish
and start positions.
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Horizontal Unilateral Chest Press
Unilateral chest press is a hybrid version of the bilateral
chest press that creates a greater emphasis on unilateral trunk
stabilization in the transverse plane.

visual | 7.9a & b |

Horizontal unilateral chest press
start and finish positions.

Rotational Unilateral Chest Press
By incorporating the rotational component to the chest press,
the internal and external obliques become more actively involved in
trunk stabilization in the frontal plane. This movement also creates
a similar stabilization pattern as seen in throwing and swinging.

visual | 7.10a & b |
Rotational unilateral chest press
start and finish positions.
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Unilateral Rotational Pull
Unilateral rotational pulling emphasizes greater gluteal
stabilization in the frontal and transverse planes depending on if the
lead foot remains perpendicular or parallel to the band attachment
point.

visual | 7.11a & b |

Unilateral rotational pull finish
and start positions.

Lower Torso Training

Lower torso training is typically is performed using a dead weight
which creates primarily a vertical vector force. However as we
have discussed, many lower torso injuries occur as a result of shear
forces which includes a simultaneous occurrence of a vertical vector
coupled with a rotational and horizontal vector force. These same
shear force vectors ultimately lead to degenerative joint disease or
what is often referred to as arthritis.
Compression alone typically is a force that joints and ligaments
can easily handle. The Hyaline cartilage that covers all long bone
surfaces is very resilient to compression but can quickly wear down or
form defects when having to repeatedly absorb excessive rotational
and horizontal forces not well controlled by the neuromuscular
system.
Decreasing excessive horizontal and rotation forces to the joints
and ligaments requires training our bodies to decelerate momentum
created by true horizontal and rotational force vectors. This can only
be accomplished by using a tool that is not impacted by gravity and
can create a line of force that is directly horizontal.
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This is the reason why attached lower body band training is so
important to maintaining and improving function. Using the hip
attachment, we can create a direct horizontal line of force that trains
the body to effectively deal with momentum in these planes, thus
helping to prevent repetitive shear force trauma.
Along with the ability to train the body to handle shear forces,
attached lower body training also teaches the body how to deal with
ground reaction or impact forces. Maintaining proper balance and
control requires proper ankle, knee, hip, and upper torso positioning
to optimally absorb the forces created when the foot contacts the
ground.

Upper Extremity Position or Integrated Reach Options

As you begin to train the following hip attached exercises, the
upper extremities are free to move. Placing the upper extremities in
different positions will alter your center of gravity which will create
exercise regressions and progression.
Below are three positions of the upper extremities that can easily
be incorporated into any of the attached lower body exercises.

Hands at Hips Position

Placing the hands on the hips allows the upper extremities
to remain close to the body’s center of gravity which will make it
easier to balance. Also by having the index fingers press against
the abdominal wall, it will provide proprioceptive activation of the
lower abdominals.

visual | 7.12 |
Hands at hips position.
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Prisoner Position
The prisoner position places the arms further away from the
center of gravity while increasing recruitment of the postural
muscles of the mid back. This enhanced postural recruitment will
increase lower torso recruitment, specifically of the gluteal muscles.

visual | 7.13 |

Prisoner position.

Overhead
Extending the arms completely overhead takes the arms as far
away from the center of gravity as possible which will immediately
increase the need for greater trunk stability to help maintain balance.

visual | 7.14 |

Overhead position.
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Horizontal Squat Reach
Reaching will place the upper extremities anterior to the center
of gravity resulting in greater gluteal activation while naturally
creating a better postural awareness.

visual | 7.15 |

Horizontal squat reach position.

Low Reach
Will place the lower extremities into a more unilateral weight
shifted position which will require greater recruitment in the frontal
plane.

visual | 7.16 |
Low reach position.
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Unilateral Low Reach
Allows for a unilateral weight shifting to occur while challenging
the transverse plane.

visual | 7.17 |

Unilateral low reach position.

Horizontal Reach Squat (Assisted or Resisted)
Depending on which way the band attachment is pulling on the
hips, a horizontal squat can be either assisted or resisted. Very
often for individuals who struggle performing a squat, the assisted
version is a good starting position.

visual | 7.18a & b |

Horizontal reach squat resisted
(left); Prisoner squat (right).
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Horizontal Lateral Reach Squat (Assisted or Resisted)
The lateral assisted or resisted squat teaches the body how to
optimally weight shift having to deal with a horizontal vector.

visual | 7.19a & b |
Horizontal lateral reach squat
positions.

Horizontal Split Squat
The split squat is the first progression in unilateral horizontal
strengthening. The way the band is pulling on the body will
determine which lower torso muscles will be challenged to stabilize
and work the most.
• Facing towards attachment: Will impact quadriceps
and sagittal plane deceleration
• Facing away from attachment: Impacts gluteus
maximus and sagittal plane acceleration
• Facing lateral to attachment: Impacts gluteus medius
and front plane stabilization

visual | 7.20a, b, & c |

Horizontal split squat: Alternate
positions (toward, away, & lateral, left
to right).
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Horizontal Swing
The horizontal swing is effective at creating explosive hip
extension without sustaining the impact that comes with broad
jumping or split jumping in bands.

visual | 7.21a & b |

Horizontal swing finish and start
positions.

Horizontal Lunge Training
Once someone is able to effectively demonstrate non-impact
stabilization, the next step is to incorporate ground impact with the
introduction of the horizontal lunge series. These drills will require
the hips and trunk to dynamically stabilize when challenged with
increased momentum and ground reaction forces brought about by
incorporating a stepping action.

Two Lunge Variations:

• Assisted horizontal lunges are performed by having
the stepping action move “away” from the band
attachment site. This lunge variation decreases
momentum which decreases ground reaction forces,
thus making it signficantly easier for muscles to
decelerate momentum.
• Resisted horizontal lunges are lunges where the
stepping action will move “toward” the band
attachment site. This will increase momentum which
in turn will increase ground reaction forces thus
requiring muscles to create a higher level of force
production to decelerate momentum.
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If you have clients who struggle with being able to effectively
balance and control body weight lunges due to hip weakness, joint
stability issues, or poor core activation, have them perform assisted
lunges until active body weight lunges show improved control.

Assisted Step Lunge

Key is to make sure the heel contracts the ground first.

visual | 7.22a & b |
Assisted step lunge finish and
start positions.

Assisted Lateral Lunge

visual | 7.23a & b |
Assisted lateral lunge finish and
start positions.
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Resisted Forward Lunge

visual | 7.24a & b |

Resisted forward lunge finish and
start positions.

Resisted Lateral Lunge

visual | 7.25a & b |

Resisted lateral lunge finish and
start positions.
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Reverse Lunge
Initiate movement with the leg moving posterior while the upper
torso moves forward to maintain posture over the front foot which
will load posterior chain muscles.

visual | 7.26a & b |
Reverse lunge start and finish
positions.

Reverse Crossover Lunge
Make sure movement is initiated with rear foot and that upper
torso and reach remain directly over anterior leg.

visual | 7.27a & b |
Reverse crossover lunge start
and finish positions.
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A lunge release is a low impact lunge progression which requires
individuals to simultaneously impact the ground and release the
trail foot off the ground. This trains the body how to dynamically
weight shift onto a unilateral stance which will optimally begin to
prepare it for advance locomotion or running. This is not a hop and
needs to be cued as such.

Forward Lunge Release

Make sure heel contacts ground first.

visual | 7.28 |

Forward lunge release position.

Lateral Lunge Release
Big toe and heel contact ground first.

visual | 7.29 |

Lateral lunge release position.
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Locomotion Training
“Getting Back To Game Speed”

The body was designed around our ability to perform multidirectional forms of locomotion. In order for us to accomplish this,
the body is required to:
• Be able to handle momentum, gravity, and ground
reaction
• Have tri-plane mobility and stability in all joints,
especially the lower torso
• Effectively be able to decelerate regardless the
direction of movement
• Have the reactive neuromuscular strength to handle
unpredictable surfaces
• Have the reactive core strength to maintain our center
of gravity over a moving base of support
You have already been provided with all the exercises and
information for how to optimally prepare the body for locomotion
using bands.

The Variables of Locomotion

Like all other exercises, locomotion also has regressions and
progressions that are primarily impacted by:
• Speed of movement
• Ground reaction or impact
• Direction of movement
• The use of upper extremities positioning
Locomotion training is performed in a progressive manner with
impact and speed being the key variables that dictate progression.
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Low Impact Locomotion Band Training
Stationary Marching
Stationary marching will be the safest form of forward locomotion
to begin with due to the low impact and momentum assistance that
the band provides. Make sure from an adult standpoint, this is a
stationary drill with very little forward and backward migration
occurring.

visual | 7.30 |

Stationary marching.

Shuffle Walk Out
Shuffle walks are a frontal plane dominant form of locomotion
that will require gluteus medius activation to decelerate the lower
torso. Shuffle walks will also require core stabilization in the frontal
plane to prevent the upper body from getting too far in front or
behind the base of support.

visual | 7.31 |

Shuffle walk out.
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Backpedal Walk
The key to backpedal walking is to maintain your nose over
your toes and avoid leaning back into the band. This is a quadriceps
dominate drill that requires good posterior chain stability.

visual | 7.32 |
Backpedal walk.

Sagittal Plane Locomotion – Moderate Impact
Speed Marching
Adult clients are allowed to migrate forward and backward for
short one yard amplitudes while performing this movement. Adding
in forward and backward migration will require a more aggressive
push off during the forward movement and will also require the
ability to optimally decelerate without overloading the Achilles
tendon complex on the return. Make this more stationary if clients
demonstrate poor control on the return.

visual | 7.33 |
Speed marching.

Skipping
Skipping is a faster paced march with a higher level of ground
impact. It will require a greater degree of ground push off to propel
the body vertically.

visual | 7.34 |
Skipping.
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Stationary Run
Forward locomotion is by far the most common form of
locomotion. However when first performing a forward run in bands,
keep it stationary with adults to prevent overloading and possibly
injuring the Achilles tendon complex.

visual | 7.35 |

Stationary run.

Frontal Plane Locomotion – Moderate Impact
Shuffle Acceleration only
To remove the challenge of returning back to the starting
position, perform a slow return with a greater focus initially only on
the acceleration phase.

visual | 7.36 |

Shuffle drill.

Full Shuffle Drill

Performing a full shuffle drill will require clients to shuffle out
quickly and return quickly. The return aspect should always be done
at speeds that a client feels safe with.
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Full Drill Touch
Applying a touch of the ground as an individual returns back to
the starting position not only ensures that the person will maintain
a low center of gravity but also causes the hips to become more
involved in the locomotion drill

visual | 7.37 |

Full shuffle drill with low reach.

Backpedaling Acceleration with Moderate Impact
Backpedal - Acceleration only
Reinforce the importance of keeping the nose over the toes and
avoid leaning back into the band. Return back slowly to ensure good
deceleration control.

visual | 7.38 |
Backpedal drill.

Full Backpedal Drill
With a full backpedal drill allow clients to dictate how quickly
they return from the accelerated phase. As stability improves,
increased speed will naturally follow.

visual | 7.39 |
Full backpedal drill.

Full Backpedal Drill with Touch
Incorporating a touch will require greater quadriceps and
hip activation as well as hip mobility. It will also reinforce good
deceleration control.
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The key

to successful partner band
training, especially partner
attached band training,
will be your ability to teach
effective holding
and partner transition.

8
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Getting
BETTER
Together

BEGINNER PARTNER
BAND STRENGTH
TRAINING
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U SI N G BAN D S TO
EN E RGIZ E YO UR G ROUP
T R A I NING

A

s a fitness professional, your ability to design, implement,
and progress a training program is critical to your one on
one clients achieving results. However the day of one on
one personal training is slowing being over taken by semi-private
and large group training. This presents an entirely new challenge
to your ability as a fitness professional to design, implement, and
progress an individualized program while in a group setting. The
success of a large group fitness camp comes down to having tools
that provide a small learning curve and allow for quick progressions
while being able to adapt to all levels of fitness. Resistance bands
easily fit this scenario and therefore become a necessary training
tool to building a successful group fitness camp.
The primary goal of this level I certification to teach you how
to implement resistance band training into a one on one situation.
However, it is important to also help you start to look at how to
implement resistance band training into a group setting by providing
you the initial group training guidelines and partner based band
exercises.
Fortunately you already know all the exercises. The key to
successful partner band training, especially partner attached band
training, will be your ability to teach effective holding and partner
transition.

RBT Guidelines for Group
Training

When introducing bands into your group workouts, the best
way is to let clients initially work independently. This will entail
doing either attachment free band exercises or independent band
attached stations.
This eliminates the individuals directly relying on each other
while reducing the pressure that some clients may initially feel
with attached partner training. Like with any new training tool,
progression is the key to training success. Therefore before going
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into how to implement partner band training, let’s discuss simple
partner band training guidelines and recommendations first.
The following are recommendations and guidelines that will
help create fun, safe, and efficient partner band training sessions.

1. Always start new participants in red small bands to
allow them to get used to the movements and not be over
challenged by too strong of a band. Building on success
is much easier than recovering from failure.
2. Have additional small red and micro orange bands
available to make adding or removing exercise resistance
seamless
3. Always attempt to determine the number of bands and
set-ups you will need before each workout. It will allow
the session to run smoother and much more efficiently
if clients not familiar with bands only have to concern
themselves with learning the exercise.

4. If clients struggle with red small bands, have a linked up
pair of small red bands available to create a lighter start
resistance.

5. With running drills, initially emphasize slow returns to
allow clients to integrate the deceleration control at their
own pace. Fatigue can make all of us a little clumsy and
there is nothing wrong with maximizing deceleration
control by walking back off the initial 4 step run.
6. Make sure you are comfortable with the exercises, holds,
and transitions. It is absolutely a must that you train
yourself to ensure effective and concise cueing of your
clients.
7. Make sure surfaces are smooth and traction is good. Avoid
any adult locomotion training with bands if surfaces are
wet, slippery, or uneven.
8. Wet bands create tight links. Adjust to single band drills
during rainy weather or if bands are going to get wet
during training.

9. As campers increase their strength they naturally want to
stretch the band further. Make sure they stay within the

Building on success
is much easier than
recovering from
failure.
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band’s stretch recommendations of 2 yards per band. It
is very important that you monitor this closely during the
early sessions of band training to avoid bands accidently
being damaged or torn while clients are training in them.

10. Make sure you always start with basic drills first. Initially
make the amplitude of the movement short with the
emphasis on controlled deceleration. Educate clients on
the importance of maintaining good deceleration control.

11. With new camp members, always have them train
second when doing attached partner training. This will
allow them to listen and watch how the exercise is being
performed before actually having to perform the exercise.
12. If you have an odd number of campers, allow the newest
member to partner with you or have an independent
station available for them to train at. I typically
recommend you set up an independent station anytime
you are going to be doing attached partner training just
in case you have an odd number of participants.

Partner Holding Options
Sideways
The sideways holding position allows the holding partner to
take advantage of the frontal plane. Typically this is the strongest
holding position as well as the safest in case a band would break.

visual | 8.1 |

Partner sideways hold.
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Forward Staggered Away
Facing away from the training individual will provide a stronger
holding position as well. This position also requires minimal
transition time or having to reset base of support. To ensure holding
stability, place the rear foot in the frontal plane.

visual | 8.2 |

Forward staggered away
partner hold.

Handle Hold
When utilizing handles, placing them at the hips while using
a forward facing away staggered stance provides optimal holding
strength and allows the holder to keep handles close to the center
of gravity.

visual | 8.3 |
Handle partner hold.
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Partner Band Training Set-ups
Link Band Set-up
The linked band set-up has already been covered in the
certification and should be reviewed if necessary. The key to
successful partner linked band training is making sure the holding
position is lateral to the training partner.

visual | 8.4 |

Link band set-up.

2 Bands – 4 Handle Set-up
This is the most common set-up to perform partner attached
upper torso band training. The key is to utilize a staggered stance
base of support when holding the band to maximize leverage and
allow individuals of different strength levels to easily hold for each
other.

visual | 8.5 |

2 bands - 4 handles set-up.
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How to Safely and Effectively
Implement Attached Partner
Band Training

Obviously attachment free training is an easier way to partner
train with bands since neither partner is required to function as a
holder. However once mastered, partner attached training allows
you to perform all horizontal based exercises without the need
for attachments. This means partner band training can be done
anywhere.
To successfully implement attached partner band training into
your group or semi-private training the following situations should
exists.
Clients must be comfortable with the following band exercises:
• Chest Press
• Squat Pull
• Bent over Press
• Bicep Curl
• Overhead Triceps
• Squat Reach
• Split Squat
• Lunge Lateral and Forward
Once these exercises have been successfully implemented both in
an attachment free and station based workout, the following 7 step
program can be started to slowly begin to implement a successful
partner attached band training workout.
Make sure you use the following criteria to determine when to
move forward from one step to the next:
• The group as a whole should be demonstrating good
movement quality and deceleration control
• Partner holding is mastered throughout the group
• Transitions at each stage appear smooth with minimal
loss of exercise time
There will always be some fluctuation between phases but as
a fitness professional, you should always base progression on the
quality of movement to optimize the safety of your clients.

Step 1
Performing unilateral lower torso lunges using a double
linked up band set-up is the safest exercise to begin with. I highly
recommend going with unilateral versus alternating lunges initially
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to decrease the need for added dynamic balance. If the goal is to
completely eliminate ground impact, you can also start with
stationary horizontal squats or split squats.
Starting with these exercises provides:
• A relatively low level of partner holding strength
• A short learning curve
• Minimal concern for ground impact
• Easy transitions in and out of the exercise
• Good visual contact between partners during the
exercise
• Experience necessary for incorporating the
appropriate foot work for deceleration control needed
for future locomotion drills.
Utilizing time based versus rep based sets eliminates clients
having to count reps or be concerned about finishing last. I have
found that a 20 second on 10 second off time sequence performed
for 4 sets per partner provides enough training time to learn the
drill and comfortably transition between partners.

Step 2

With clients now comfortable holding at the hip, acceleration
only locomotion drills become an easy next step. Acceleration drills
mean the client will perform a relatively fast accelerated shuffle or
backpedal with a “slow” walk return back to their starting position.
The holding is the same as in step 1 except the band tension will
increase, which will require a little more holding preparation which
is quickly mastered after a few repetitions.
The key is to make sure you emphasize the importance of
returning slowly so clients can appropriately set their base of
support and work on optimizing their foot work.

Step 3

Assuming clients have a good understanding of how to perform
a horizontal chest press and biceps curl, these would be the next two
exercises to add in. Make sure to review the holding position with
clients before starting the workout. A horizontal chest press and
horizontal biceps curl do not require any body transitions between
clients. Therefore it becomes very easy for clients to perform
transitions in a partner attached situation.

Step 4

In this phase you can now implement horizontal pulling or
rowing. The transition will be the key to this drill, so make sure
clients have at least 10 seconds to go from facing their partner to
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turning away to hold and review this before the workout begins.
Clients should perform a parallel stance when pulling while the
holder is in a staggered stance facing away. This stance places the
holding client in the most stable base of support and the pulling
partner in the easiest stance for pulling. Later on you may introduce
other stances to impact different stabilization demands.
Do not put another exercise with pulling initially but rather allow
this to be a single exercise circuit within the total workout. By doing
this it will enhance the success of the exercise from both a transition
and holding standpoint.

Step 5

Introduce bent over pressing along with overhead triceps
training. By this time transitions are starting to be more comfortable,
so shorten the transition time from 10 to 5 seconds and use a 305-30-5 second format while performing at least 5 rounds before
switching exercises.
Again the key to incorporating these final two exercises is making
sure the movements have been done prior to linking partners
together.

Step 6

The next phase has clients now performing 1 set of the following
five exercises in a sequence using the 30-5-30-5 partner training
format. Once they have completed the full circuit one time they
should take a 2 minute rest and repeat two more times. This is the
five exercise circuit I recommend:
• Horizontal Bilateral Push
• Horizontal Bilateral Pull
• Bent over Bilateral Press
• Staggered stance Bilateral Curl
• Overhead Bilateral Triceps Press

Step 7

The final phase allows you to complete a band only partner
attached workout. This can be an upper, lower, or cardio workout
as shown below or you can mix and match to create a total body
workout.
Each round is approximately 6 minute in length with a 1 minute
rest and transition between rounds. We recommend using a 30-530-5 x 5 sets (or exercises) per round.

Utilizing time
based versus
rep based sets
eliminates
clients having to
count reps or be
concerned about
finishing last.
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Workout/Circuit #1 - Upper Body
Rd 1 - Horizontal Bilateral Push
Rd 2 - Horizontal Bilateral Pull
Rd 3 - Bent over Bilateral Press
Rd 4 - Staggered stance Bilateral Curl
Rd 5 - Overhead Bilateral Triceps Press

Workout/Circuit #2 - Cardio

Rd 1 - Back pedal
Rd 2 - Shuffle Right
Rd 3 - Shuffle Left
Rd 4 - Stationary Run/Skip/March
Rd 5 - Stationary Run/skip/March

Workout/Circuit #3 - Lower Body

Rd 1 - Forward Lunge Towards/Away Right
Rd 2 - Forward Lunge Towards/Away Left
Rd 3 - Lateral Lunge Towards/Away Right
Rd 4 - Lateral Lunge Towards/Away Left
Rd 5 - Reach Squat

Partner Band Program Design
Options

The following four program designs are listed in a progressive
fashion and can be considered as alternative partner band training
options.

Station Training

Using either attachment free exercises or attached exercises,
station training will always be the easiest way to implement band
training into a large group setting. Not only is there no partner
dependence, but also station training truly allows individuals to
learn at their own pace.
We suggest creating at least two linked up stations that require
individuals having to use the hip attachment set-up so they become
prepared for attached partner training.

I Go – You Go (Repeat Sets) – Alternating the Same Exercise

Repeat sets involve partners alternating between a rest period
and a work period while performing the same exercise. This
design works well with both attachment free and partner attached
exercises. This design allows the instructor to:
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• Teach a new drill
• Quickly cue clients during their break
• Provide an automatic work to rest ratio
As previously noted several times, sets are usually time based
or rep based where a set is 3 to 5 reps. Keeping reps low will allow
intensity to remain high and quality good. The number of total sets
can be determined by a certain set time or total rounds. A good
starting point is to use time versus total rounds with time being 2
continuous minutes followed by a 1 minute active recovery and 1
minute preparation for the next exercise.

I Go – You Go (Alternating Sets) – Alternating a Different Exercise

Alternating sets involves partners alternating exercises during
an established transition time. With a decreased recovery time,
this program design immediately increases overall workload and
intensity. Alternating sets work very well with attachment free
training and station attached exercises. Typically this program
design is implemented when a group has mastered a set of exercises
that can easily be alternated.
Also this program design works well with doing a band to body
weight exercise sequence. This type of format is a great “go to
option” when your number of bands are limited.

Alternating Reps

Alternating reps requires partners to alternate between holding
and working on each repetition. This design works well with
attachment free training and with most partner attached drills. We
will typically use alternating reps to introduce unilateral training and
to help improve the ability of partners to transition from working to
holding quickly.
Clients must have a strong understanding of how to hold and
transition quickly to make this an effective workout. Also because
partners may not be able to see each other, communication becomes
critical to a successful workout.
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It is time...

to build your own band training programs.

9
chapter 9 | setting up your own workouts

SETTING UP YOUR
OWN BAND
TRAINING WORKOUTS
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T IM E TO CR E AT E YO UR
OW N WORKO UT S AN D
T EST OUT T H E IM P ACT
OF RES IS TA N CE B AN D
T R A I NING

T

o assist you with designing time based band only workouts,
here are four different templates that you can use to build
band only workouts.
These templates are structured around using specific time
based intervals that have been effective for resistance band training.
These Interval time sequences include:
• 20-10 Tabatas
• Continuous 2 Minutes
• 45-15
• 30-5-30 Partner Training
Within each template I provide you an exercise option rather
than a particular exercise. This will allow you to introduce your
own exercises while stimulating your program creativity.
Before you review the done-for-you workouts, attempt to build
your own workouts using the templates. Once you have completed
creating your own workouts, take 5 minutes to walk through the
actual workout to make sure transitions and exercises blend well
together.

20-10 Tabatas Template Options

The following 20-10 template provides different criteria for how
to design a 20 minute Tabatas workout.

I recommend staying with attachment free and station based
exercises initially and only using partner attached training with a
cardio based circuit.
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20-10 Tabatas Template
Design Option

Round 1

Round 2

Round 3

Round 4

Option Description

Option 1
Unattached
Upper Body
Lower Body

Bilateral Vertical
Push

Bilateral Vertical
Pull

Bilateral
Horizontal Push

Bilateral
Horizontal Pull

Bilateral Squat
Variation

Bilateral Lower
Posterior Chain

Bilateral Squat
Variation

Bilateral
Posterior Chain

Alternate between a
upper body exercise and
a lower body exercise.
Changing exercises after
each round

Option 2
Unattached
Unilateral

Unliateral Core
Stabilization

Upper Body
Horizontal Push

Upper Body
Horizontal Pull

Lower Body
Squat Variation

Option 3
Unattached
Push - Pull

Upper Body Push

Lower Body Push Upper Body Push

Upper Body
Pull

Lower Body Pull

Upper Body
Pull

Option 4
Partner Cardio

Partner Linear
Run

Partner Lateral
Run

Partner Linear
Run

Partner Lateral
Run

Each Partner performs 4
sets of a particular quick
burst band cardio drill for
8 total rounds. Switch to
different cardio drill after
each round

Option 5
Unattached
Giant Sets

Upper Body Push

Unilateral Lower
Right

Upper Body Push

Unilateral Lower
Right

Perform 2 sets of the
same exercise before
switching to a different
exercise. Repeat this 2
set sequence 2 times for
8 total rounds

Upper Body
Pull

Unilateral Lower
Left

(Blank template available in Appendix A)

Upper Body
Pull

Perform a unilateral
exercise and alternate
sides for 8 total sets.
Change to a different
unilateral exercise after
each round

Lower Body Push Alternate between a push
and complimentary pull
Lower Body Pull exercise for 8 total sets.
Change exercises after
each round

Unilateral Lower
Left

visual | 9.1 |

20-10 Tabatas template.
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Continuous 2 Minute Training
The best way to initially use the continuous 2 minute workout
format for partner based training is to incorporate repeat sets. This
provides a series of quick recoveries followed by a max intensity
exercise.
If done in a partnership, begin by doing repeat sets where Partner
1 does 4 to 6 reps before letting Partner 2 do 4 to 6 reps. They repeat
as many possible rounds in 2 minutes.
During the 2 minute recovery, incorporate a body weight cardio
exercise, an isometric core activation exercise, stretching, or self
massage. During the two-minute recovery, give your clients30
seconds to prepare for the next work set.
Partner repeat set training can essentially be used with any
ground based exercise. Keep reps per set at 5 or less to take
advantage of higher band resistance.
The following template is designed to incorporate the concept
of partner rep sets. It is a 20 minute workout that can easily be
modified to 30 or 40 minutes. I provided you the type of exercise
for each work set. You simply need to enter in the exercise of choice.
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Continuous 2 Minute Template
Round

Workout 1

Workout 2

Work Set

Attachment Free
Horizontal Push

Attachment Free
Vertical Push

Stabilzation

Core Training

Recovery

Work Set

Recovery

Work Set

Recovery

Work Set

Recovery

Work Set

Recovery

Workout 3

Workout 4

Workout 5

Partner Attached
Horizontal Pull

Partner
Attached
Cardio

Partner Cardio
Lateral Left

Unattached
Cardio

Attachment
Free
Push

Partner Cardio
Lateral Right

Attachement Free Attachment Free
Horizontal Pull
Vertical Pull

Partner
Horizotntal Push

Partner
Attached
Cardio

Partner Cardio
Backwards

Stabilzation

Core Training

Unattached
Cardio

Attachment
Free
Pull

Partner Cardio
Forward

Attachment Free
Cardio

Attachment Free
Cardio

Partner
Attached
Cardio

Partner Plyo

Attachment
Free
Push

Partner Lower
Lateral Left

Partner Attached
Horizontal Pull

Stabilzation

Core Training

Unattached
Cardio

Attachment Free
Lower

Attachment Free
Vertical Push

Partner
Horizotntal Push

Partner
Attached
Cardio

Partner Lower
Lateral Right

Stabilzation

Core Training

Unattached
Cardio

Attachment
Free
Pull

Partner Lower
Towards

Attachment Free
Lower

Attachment Free
Vertical Pull

Partner Attached
Lower Body

Partner
Attached
Cardio

Partner Lower
Away

Core Training

Unattached
Cardio

Attachment
Free
Lower Body

Partner
Core

Stabilzation

(Blank template available in Appendix A)
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45-15 Workout
The following template can be used to create segment based
workouts designed to increase workload to specfic body regions.
This template represents 4 different segmental rounds that can be
used as 45 individual short workouts or as one large workout or a
cardio – strength workout.

45-15 Workout Template
Station

Workout Option 1

Workout Option 2

Workout Option 3

Workout Option 4

Workout Option 5

1

Upper Body
Vertical Pull

Upper Body
Horizontal Push

Lower Body
Right

Cardio

Core

2

Upper Body
Vertical Push

Upper Body
Horizontal Pull

Lower Body
Left

Cardio/Core

Hip Stabilization

3

Upper Body
Vertical Pull

Upper Body
Horizontal Push

Lower Body
Right

Cardio

Core

4

Upper Body
Vertical Push

Upper Body
Horizontal Pull

Lower Body
Left

Cardio/Core

Hip Stabilization

5

Upper Body
Vertical Pull

Upper Body
Horizontal Push

Lower Body
Right

Cardio

Core

6

Upper Body
Vertical Push

Upper Body
Horizontal Pull

Lower Body
Left

Cardio/Core

Hip Stabilization

7

Upper Body
Vertical Pull

Upper Body
Horizontal Push

Lower Body
Right

Cardio

Core

8

Upper Body
Vertical Push

Upper Body
Horizontal Pull

Lower Body
Left

Cardio/Core

Hip Stabilization

9

Upper Body
Vertical Pull

Upper Body
Horizontal Push

Lower Body
Right

Cardio

Core

10

Upper Body
Vertical Push

Upper Body
Horizontal Pull

Lower Body
Left

Cardio/Core

Hip Stabilization

(Blank template available in Appendix A)
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30-5-30-5 Progressive Workout
The following partner template progresses you from attachment
free to partner attached training by providing you an exercise
recommendation based on either being a stationary or mobility
based exercise.

30-5-30-5 Progressive
Workout Template
Station

Workout 1
Partner Unattached

Workout 2
Partner Unattached

Workout 3
Partner Attached

Workout 4
Partner Attached

Round 1
Core

Stationary Pillar Variation

Pillar Mobility
Variation

Standing Stationary
Pillar Variation

Standing Mobility
Pillar Variation

Round 2
Upper Body
Push

Stationary Push Variation

Mobility Push
Variation

Stationary Push
variation

Stationary Mobility
Push Variation

Round 3
Upper Body
Pull

Stationary Pull Variation

Mobility Pull Variation Stationary Pull
Variation

Mobility Pull Variation

Round 4
Cardio

Body Weight Cardio variation

Body Weight Shuttle
Variation

Low Impact Variation

Moderate Impact
Variation

Round 5
Lower Body

Stationary Variation

Mobility Variation

Stationary Variation

Mobility Variation

(Blank template available in Appendix A)
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30-5-30-5 progressive workout
template.
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JUST

when you thought you were

FINISHED...
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Appendix A: Workout Templates
20-10 Tabatas Template
Design Option

Round 1

Round 2

Round 3

Round 4

Option Description

Option 1
Upper Body
Lower Body

Alternate between a
upper body exercise and
a lower body exercise.
Changing exercises after
each round

Option 2
Unilateral

Perform a unilateral
exercise and alternate
sides for 8 total sets.
Change to a different
unilateral exercise after
each round

Option 3
Push - Pull

Alternate between a push
and complimentary pull
exercise for 8 total sets.
Change exercises after
each round

Option 4
Partner Cardio

Each Partner performs 4
sets of a particular quick
burst band cardio drill for
8 total rounds. Switch to
different cardio drill after
each round

Option 5
Giant Sets

Perform 2 sets of the
same exercise before
switching to a different
exercise. Repeat this 2
set sequence 2 times for
8 total rounds

appendices
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Continuous 2 Minute Template
Round
Work Set

Recovery

Work Set

Recovery

Work Set

Recovery

Work Set

Recovery

Work Set

Recovery

Workout 1

Workout 2

Workout 3

Workout 4

Workout 5
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45-15 Workout Template
Station/Exercise
1 Core
2 Push
3 Pull
4 Lower
5 Cardio
6 Core
7 Push
8 Pull
9 Lower
10 Cardio

Level 1 or Workout 1

Level 2 or Workout 2

Level 3 or Workout 3
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30-5-30-5 Session Template
Station

Round 1
Core
Round 2
Upper Body Push
Round 3
Upper Body Pull
Round 4
Cardio
Round 5
Lower Body

Level 1 or Workout 1

Level 2 or Workout 2

Level 3 or Workout 3
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Appendix B: Done-For-You Workout
Templates
Done-For-You Total Body 20-10 Tabata Band Workouts
Station

Workout A
Unattached

Workout B
Unattached

Workout C
Attached

Workout D
Attached

Round 1

Lateral resisted Pillar
Right - Left

Resisted Front Pillar
Resisted Back Pillar

Lateral Overhead
Pillars Right and
Left

Bentover Press
Bentover Row

Round 2

High Pull
Push - Press

Resisted Push up
Seated Rowing

Horizontal Chest
Press
Horizontal Rowing

Horizontal Curls
Horizontal Overhead
Press

Round 3

Front Squat
Dead Lift

Hammer Curl
Triceps Overhead
Press

Backpedals
Stationary High
Knee Runs

Shuffle Right
Shuffle Left

Round 4

Speed Punching
Speed Lawnmowers

Split Squat R
Split Squat L

Horizontal Lunge
Right
Horizontal Lunge
Left

Lateral Hops Right
Lateral Hops Left
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Done-For-You 45-15 Band Workouts
Perform each of the following exercises for max reps for 45 seconds before taking 15 seconds to
transition to the next exercise. Take a 2 minute rest after each round. Complete 3 total rounds for a 35
minute workout.
Station or
Exercise

Workout A (Attachment Free)

Workout B (Attached)

Workout C (Unilateral)

Squat Horizontal Push

Horizontal Chest Press

Single Arm Chest Press
Right

Split Squat Right

Squat Pull

Single Arm Chest Press
Left

Split Squat Left

Prisoner Alternating Lunge

Crossover Reverse Lunge
Right

Bent over Row

Back pedal runs or Walks

Crossover Reverse Lunge
Left

Mountain Climber

Overhead Pillar Step backs

Lawn Mower Pull Right

Push Press

Bent over press

Lawn Mower Pull Left

High Pull

Bent over Row

Resisted Lateral Plank Right

Reverse Lunge Right

Alternating Forward Reach

Resisted lateral Plank Left

Reverse Lunge Left

High knee stationary runs

Pushpress Right

Wide Knee Mt Climber

Hip Raises Right and Left (switch
half way through)

Push press Left

1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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Done-For-You Continuous 2 Minute Workouts
The continuous 2 minute done-for-you workouts are designed to provide fitness
pros with a format to easily implement partner attached training by eliminating fast and
frequent transitions.
With a continuous 2 minute band circuit, you will utilize repeat sets where Partner 1
will perform 4 to 6 reps and then rest while Partner 2 does 4 to 6 reps. Repeat as many sets
as possible in 2 minutes. Recovery time can be core or flexibility training.
Round

Workout A

Workout B (Partner
Atteched)

Workout C (Cardio)

Work Set 1

Behind the Neck Press

Squat Pulls

Power Skip

Work Set 2

Staggered Pull Apart

Horizontal Push

Backpedal

Work Set 3

Incine Chest Press

Bentover Rowing

Shuffle Right

Work Set 4

Bentover Row

Bentover Press

Shuffle Left

Work Set 5

Hammer Bicep Curl

Shuffle Right

Stationary Forward Run

Work Set 6

Overhead Tricep Press

Shuffle Left

Power Skip

Work Set 7

Partner Forward Lunge Right Lateral Lunge Right

Backpedal

Work Set 8

Partner Forward Lunge Left

Lateral Lunge Left

Shuffle Right

Work Set 9

Partner Back Pedal Run

Anterior Reach Right

Shuffle Left

Work Set 10

Partner Stationary High
Knee Run

Anterior Reach Left

Stationary Forward Run
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Done-For-You 30-5-30-5 Attached Partner Band Training Workouts
Station

Workout A
Attached

Workout B
Attached

Workout C
Attached

Workout D
Attached

Round 1
Core

Lateral Pillar
Right
Left
Facing Away

Staggered Stance
Pillar

Rhythmic
Stabilization
Right
Left
Facing Away

Stepping Pillar
Right
Left
Backward

Round 2
Upper Body
Push

Stationary Chest Press

Bentover Shoulder
Press

Alternating Chest
Press

Overhead Triceps
Press

Round 3
Upper Body
Pull

Stationary Row

Bent Over Row

Squat Pulls

Round 4
Cardio

Back pedal Accelerations

Stationary Forward
Run

Shuffle
Right
Left

Power skip

Round 5
Lower Body

Horizontal Reach Squats

Lateral Lunge
Right
Left

Alternating
Forward Reaches

Alternating Lunge
Towards

Right
Left
Facing away

Bicep Curl
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Appendix C: Resistance Band Selection
Worksheet
Choosing the right bands for your private training
To help me assist you in choosing bands for your personal
workout, please complete the following questionnaire and email it
to info@resistancebandtraining.com.
Once received, you will be provided with a customized
recommendation on which bands you should order.

For individual training with resistance bands:

1. Rank your goal as it relates to using the bands?? (1highest to
5 Lowest)
•
•
•
•

Add to my exiting general fitness strength program _____
I want to start a new strengthening program _____
Want to use them for Flexibility training _____
I am interested in incorporating all running drills into my
present program _____
• Will be using to compliment my weight room work _____

2. To better provide me a better sense of your strength how
many push-ups #____ and unassisted pull-ups #___ can you
perform in one all out set?

3. What is your squat strength as it relates to body weight for
you to complete 10 continuous reps?
• Body weight only _____
• Less than 25% body weight _____
• Less than 50% body weight _____
• 100% body weight _____
4. Please check which way you intend to train using bands.
•
•
•
•

Partner holding _____
Attachment free band training _____
Band attachment training _____
If doing this, what will you be attaching bands to?_________
________________________________________________

appendices

5. Have you ever trained personally with flat resistance bands?
Yes or No

If yes, provide me with exercise you have done with flat bands
6. Do you presently workout every week?
Yes or No

How often do you incorporate strength training into your
workouts/week?? 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 or 5

Choosing the right bands for your group training
To help me assist you in choosing bands for your group or team
training please complete the following questionnaire and email to
me.
1. Do you presently use flat resistance bands
Yes or No  

If yes where did you purchase them from? ___________________

2. Do you personally workout with bands weekly? Yes or No   

• If yes what specific exercises do you like to perform with
them? ______________________________________________________
________
• If yes, what size bands do you use? Red – Black – Purple
- Green
3. Please prioritize 1-5 what will be the key aspects of training
you plan on using bands for in your group training. (1 being
most important initially and 5 being least important initially)
•
•
•
•
•

Flexibility training _____
Upper and lower Body Strength station training ____
Cardio/running drills ______
Hip and Trunk Training _____
Creating band only metabolic circuits _____
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4. What is the average size group you presently train??
• 2-10 _____
• 11-20 _____
• 20+ _____
5. What are the demographics of your group
• Average Age: _____
• Gender %: Men _____ Women _____
• Fitness level:
• Poor _____
• Fair _____
• Good (athletic) _____
• High (very athletic) _____
• Middle school athletes _____
• High school athletes _____
• College level athletes _____

Athletic refers to the ability of your clients to comfortably run, squat, do
light hopping, perform simple push, pull, pressing and squatting movements
as well as general body weight training

6.

How will you be training in bands (Rank 1-3 with 3 being least
possible)
• Partner Band Training where partner is holding ___
• Attachment free where band will not be attached to
anything ___
• Attachment based Station independent training ____
If you are doing attachment based training what are you going
to be attaching the bands to?
___________________________________________________
____________

7.

Looking at #5 and provide me your top 6 exercises you want to
teach your group in bands right away
________________________ ________________________
________________________ ________________________
________________________
________________________
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Where do you train at and what type of floor do you workout on?
Grass _____
Concrete _____
Wood _____
Carpeting _____
Asphalt _____
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IF YOU...

keep doing what you’ve
always done,
you’ll keep getting
what you’ve

always gotten.
-Unknown

about the author
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Journey to Becoming “The
Band Man”

Getting Better has always been Dave’s mantra which is why
you will see the quote “Getting Better with Bands” frequently used
within the body of this Certification.
Dave’s resistance band journey is truly one that began and
continues to be driven by his commitment and passion to “finding a
way” to help others functionally get better.

Getting Back in the Game

DAVE SCHMITZ
AKA: “The Band Man”

Dave began his journey with band training as a Physical
Therapist where he was presented with an opportunity each day
to assist patients who struggled to move effectively due to injury,
surgery or pain. Based on his knowledge of functional movement,
Dave discovered how bands, used as an assistive tool, could quickly
retain movement skills by improving joint mobility, core stability
and muscle integration. Once complete range of motion, full weight
bearing and the elimination of pain was achieved, the band now
became a functional strength training tool that empowered patients
to rehabilitate themselves and “get back in game”.

Taking Your Game to a New Level

Being an athlete at heart and having a passion for performance
it became a natural fit for Dave to begin training athletes using
resistance bands. All that was required was to take the drills and
exercises that worked well in the clinic and supersize them up
to challenge a far more gifted moving population of athletes. As
athletes began to experience what it felt to get faster, quicker, and
more flexible training in bands, it became obvious that enhancing
game day performance was no longer just a training theory.

about the author

Recapturing Your Game
The last piece of the puzzle came into play in the early 2000’s
when Dave discovered how effective resistance band training was
at improving functional strength and metabolic conditioning for
fitness enthusiasts that wanted to lose fat, get stronger and look
great. Dave started his first Fitness Band Bootcamp in 2001 and
continues this unique group fitness approach today as the owner
of G’Town Boot Camps. Bands have allowed hundreds of fitness
enthusiasts and athletes at heart to recapture the movement skills
they once had in their game.
Rehab to Performance to Fitness is how Resistance Band Training
evolved for Dave and became the foundation behind the Resistance
Band Certification you just hopefully completed.
During this journey Dave has accumulated many other notable
accomplishments including:

•
•
•
•

Creator and developer of Resistancebandtraining.com
Co-owner of Resistance Band Training System, LLC
Co-Author of the Book…. Total Body Breakthroughs
National Speaker on the “The Essence of Reactive
Resistance Band Training”
• Creator of over a dozen DVDs and Manuals on
resistance band training
• Owner and primary instructor of G’Town
Boot Camps
• Volunteer Assistant Strength and
Conditioning Coach of Germantown High School

This exciting journey continues for Dave and begins today for
fitness professional everywhere who accept and complete the
Resistance Band Training Certification challenge.
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